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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, May 8, 1970

' Second Runoff
Needed In MSU
Faculty Election

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

10. Per Copy

GRAND JURY RETURNS
VE
NTS
TWEL
CTME
INDI
County
Report On Condition Of

A three-way faculty eiectioe
runoff at Murray State Univera
sity Thursday to
facuity representetive to fill an
unexpired term on the board
of regents has agam faded to
settle the issue.
Robert Hendon, easociate pro
few of agriculture, and Dr.
James A. Parr, chairman of the
Here's Jon's letter.
department of modern foreign
"Dear Jim,
Languages, will be involved in
"As a comparatively recent
a second runoff and third elecA two car collision occurred
, newcomer to Murray I have
tion Thursday, May 14.
this morning at 6:14 at the
Galloway Grand Jury yes- and needs, in our opinion, the
. read your commentary in the
Another runoff is necessarY
intersection of South 13th and terday returned twelve indict- following attention:
Ledger and Times for several
canbecause none of the three
Poplar Streets, according to the ments to Circuit Court Judge
months with considerable inter"1. The roof is in bad shape
didates in the runoff voting got
report filed by the investigat- James M. Lassiter. Indictments
est. I note with approval your
a majority at the 260 votes coat Paris and Henry County ing officers of the Murray Po- released by Circuit Court Clerk with numerous holes causing
interest in bird watching and
leaks, and we recommend that
Released by Wilson Gantt, doss received $130,021 in tax reverme lice Department. No injuries James Blalock were:
things botanical. I approve your
the entire roof be replaced or
of admissions and chairman of in 1969 through the wholesale and were reported.
Commonwealth of Kentucky
comments on ecology and I
repaired so as to protect the
the faculty edection cominittee. retail sales of beer, according to
Cars involved were a 1960 vs. Johnnie Ellis, Eddie Ellis contents of the building..
don't think we are too far apart
vote totals are:
Malt
and
Tennessee
Stanley
Dick,
report
the
a
a
of
by
driven
stealing
door
two
Chevrolet
on a number of issues. However.
"2. The outside walls are in
Hendon 112; Per, Ti; and Beverages Association.
Ocus Furches Boyd of 1616,cow.
one important component of
need of paint.
De. Charles A. lioinra, chairman The report_ put the county's Miller Avenue, Murray, and a
Commonwealth of Kentucky
your column has me baffled and
"3. There is quite a bit of
of the psychology cieportment
total tax collections from beer 1968 Oldsmobile four door dri- vs. Gerald T. Miller, carrying discarded material and junk lyI'm going to need some eluci71
dation on your part to set me
The three (madam teen last year at $88,158 and the city's ven by Julia Ramsey Harrell of mortgaged property out of state. ing around the County Barn,
PARROT'S BEAK.,1100Ty- Here are weapons captured in the
43ammonwealth of Kentucky
ii Hardin.
at $43,863. This tax
straight.
Parrot's Beak area of Cambodia by South Vietnamese
aqd we recommend that it be
voted into a runoff election by
Police said the Harrell car vs. Merrick James Semien, generally cleaned
”In most of your column'
derived from the 17 per cent
troops. Upper: A §ovtet 107mm multiple rocket launcher.
up and
their henaty eoueseeee anne
Street,
13th
larceny.
on
grand
sputh
going
was
the
you devote a substantial num
One of its rockets stands at the left wheel. To immediate
straightened up inside.
field of eight in the initial dgeland county wholesale tax and
Kentucky
of
at
Commonwealth
ber of words to comestibles and
per cent local sales tax, it stopped at the stop sign
right is a Soviet 12.7mrn machinegun. At extreme right,
"4. The mobile crane which
boa April 30.
Poplar, but failed to see the vs. Kirksey Whitlow, voluntary is outside the Barn is in very
things culinary. I am a food
partly out of photo, is a Soviet 7.62mm machinegun. Lower:
Winner el the head ',matt pointed out.
and cooking enthusiast myself
Total state revenue from the Boyd car going east on Poplar manslaughter. Whitlow's trial poor condition, has no brakes
Mortar tubes and base plates from lefti include 120mni,
will assume the post now beid
Street.
was set for October 13, 1970.
and I've been trying to classify
120mm, 107mm multiple rocket launcher, 82mm mortar.
and looks dangerous to be used.
by Dr. William G Read, ehair. sale of beer in the year amounted
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Damage was reported to the
your level of interest with very
We suggest that if the crane or
man of the physics department to 234.564,974, the rePort said.
maliMachina,
lawn
way
Max
the
one
sign
to
and
William
vs.
little success. Every time I think
the truck upon which It is settElected by the feculty to a
to
intent
with
Popthe
of
on
southeast
shooting
corner
cious
have you pegged you throw
ing are to be used, that they
three-year term in the spring
lar and 13th Street. The Boyd kill. Machaux's trial was set for
me a surve.
be repaired and made safe.
of
card was damaged on the left September 30, 1970.
of 1968 Reed w%11 s°313 out
"After reading one column I
"5. The urinal in the restthe post won sautaing his WO
Commonwealth of Kentucky
side and the Harrell car on the
may be getting ready to award
is not in working order
room
duties
vice
front.
vs. William P. Falwell, know- and we recommend that it eiyou the "Cordon bleu" of the
tbe
f gies.
of
°
aril=
ingly receiving stolen property. ther be repaired or removed.
Gourmet for your exquisite taste
faculties July L
Commonwealth of Kentucky
in simple food well prepared
Courthouse
Gaylon Paschall of Dearborn,
His succesem- will serve from
vs. Melvin Smith, aiding and "We also inspected the Courtand after another rm ready to
July 1 of this year until April Mach., was ciaimied by death
robbery.
armed
in
abetting
move you down the scale at
29, 1971. A new faculty rem} Thursday at three a. on. at his
house and the various offices.
Smith's trial was set for Octo- Generally, we found the Courtleast to Trencherman for some
aentative will be elected far a home. He was 60 years of age.
ber 7, 1970.
inanity in the field of snacks or
The deceased was bore Mar.
three-year term next spring.
house to be clean and in satGagitt amid faculty mumbles i h 3, 1910, in Henry County,
leftovers.
The Petit Jury will report isfactory condition with exceptwho voted in the runoff reps. Tenn., and reloaded in Calloway
"rm referring in part to a
back to the court on Tuesday ion of the following recommensent 79 per omit of the 319 el* County before moving to Mich.
recent column in which you deto hear a case concerning an au- dations:
Mr. and Mrs. Ozoll A
ible to oast a ballot Kentucky Igen. lie was a retired employee
voted more space to a Jerry's
By GLEN CARPIIINTIR
SOO of it and bought bread, pea- Saw requires that a board es of the Ford Motor Company. 812 North 20th Street, hav to accident, Lovett vs. Ragsdale. "1. We found that the steps
hamburger than you did to two
LEXINGTON, Ky. alma
The Grand Jury also inspectbeen presented the "Yard
trances at the west,
Stewas a roember of the CleCIW the
!The New orieans restaurents. University of Kentucky officials nut butter and jelly to make regents faculty represented
M.onth" citaiatin har
arid—eaft"sides of the
o
Now, Jerry makes a fine ham- early today announced that the sandwiches. They offered some be elected by faculty members same Baptist Church is Michi- by the Gorden Department of loway County and made the fol- Courthouse are in need of re
burger, but surely Antoine's has university will remain open, but of the sandwiches to troopers holding the rank of assistant gan.
the Murray Woman% Club, ac- lowing report:
pair and we recommend that
Survivors are his wife, Mn
other distinctions besides being that Sunday's baccalaureate ser- holding the line but none ac- professor or above.
County Farm
cording to a department spokesbe done
this
cepted the offer. Some LexingRuth
Dearborn,
Paschall of
"The Grand Jury found that "2. We recommend that the
vice and Monday's commenceman.
ton City police accepted the ofMich.;
mother,
Mrs.
Martha
Paspresently
is
Farm
County
the
Ten)
ment
be
will
ceremonies
Pogo
post(Continued on
The Atkins yard is sodded
entrances to the men's and ladfer.
chall, a patient at the Westvievu
poned.
with marten blue gram mid ex- being well-kept. The house ies' restrooms be pallited.
Nursing Home, Murray; two
The Salvation Army sent in
Woodward
Mrs.
and
Mr.
where
for purity
"3. We found the County
Dr. Otis Singletary early to- 900 blankets which were disbrothers, Adolphus Paschall of (silently groomed
and permanence. One yard lives was very clean, the floors Court Clerk's office to be badday issued a five-point state- tributed among the students.
Cottage Grove, Tem., mid L W.
Usiied Press International
were waxed and we were well
ment, saying that the emergPaschall of Murray; two grand- boundary is of privet hedge and pleased with its general con- ly in need of additional space
additional
Earlier in the day, guardsmen
ency situation continues to exchildren, Deborah Paschall of the other red barberry. natwd.,dition. We do recommend that and also in need of
plantin,p arer-of dw
employees. We discussed this
ist on the campus here, but that used a tear gas dispersing ma
West Kentucky: Fair a n Dearborn, Mich., mid Richard Kiwi
junipers and englo-lip yew the house where the Woodwards condition with the Clerk, and
Kentucky state pollee and Nat- chine called a "pepper fog ma- warm today and tonight. Satur- Paschall of Murray.
live be painted and minor re
refused
who
students
on
chine"
conand
remain
will
Guardsmen
ional
One son, A. T. Paschall, died Burford holly accent the garage pairs be made on it. Overall we it is our understanding that a
day some cloudiness
at
of
one
entrance
aid
the
plan for microfilming many of
curfew.
the
with
comply
to
slight
about twelve years ago.
for the "protection of life and
tinued warm with a
were very pleasaotly surprised
Funeral services will be held hOU2e mid a composite of dwarf at the way that the County the records is being considered.
ProPertY."
Shortly before, the governor chance of showers and thunderIn our opinion, this microfilmHe said that examinations will had declared he would keep Na- showers in the afternoon. High Saturday at three p. m. at the mid up right juniper pro
Farm is being kept by the ing should be done since it will
be given u scheduled for all tional Guardsmen and State today low and mid 80s. Lows North Fork Baptist Church with end plantings for the opposite Woodwards. I.
COMM%
both help to eliminate the space
ly United Press International students wishing to take them. Troopers on the campus "as tonight low and mid 60s Highs Bro. Crane of Dearborn. Mich.,
"The small bungalow where problem and also eliminate the
A combination backdrop said
80s.
leave
to
upper
wishing
and
students
For
officiating.
mid
Strikes and demonstrations at
long as a clear and present dan- Saturday
the three boarders live should need for additional employees,
Burial will be Si the Paschall privacy screen is provided by
Winds southerly 410 miles per
hundreds of colleges and wii- the campus, they may do so ger exists."
be painted on the inside and and also will make the County
a
redwood
fence,
basitetiveave
8-16
a
receiving
and
of
Cemetery
with the arrangehour this morning
versity campuses mounted to- with the option
on the outside, if possible. It Court Clerk's office more efficwhich
is
sparoely
laced
with
One
demonstrator,
vomiting
of
as
afternoon.
ments by the Bialock-Codenian
r toward a peak
miles per hour in the
protest grade on work completed
appeared to be clean and we
date or completing their from the fumes, was led away Probability of measureable rain Fimerai Home where friends forsythia and ottened with were fairly well keased with ient
Planned for the weekend.
clumps
of
privit
hedge.
The
by
the
The
guardsmen.
others
Tear gas was used to disperse course requirements at a later
Saturday afternoon 20 per cent. may call after eight p. in. to- main
entrance to the ,Atkins its general condition. At the
escaped into the student center.
"4. In the Sherifrs office, we
night (Friday).
crowds of protestors at the uni- •te.
home
is well marked and in- present time, there are three found that three chairs need
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
(Continued on Pegs Ten)
versities of Wisconsin, Kentucky
and
there
are
who
boarders
The statement said that the
viting,
being
on
accentuated
(Continued on Page Teo)
replacing (two swivel and one
and West Virginia, and 12 per- commencement ceremonies were
Extended outlook for Keneach side by well placed young they eat their meals with the reception), and we recommend
were wounded by bardshot -postponed because Dr. Single•
tuc'ky Sunday through Tuesday:
house.
large
the
in
Woodwards
maple trees.
that this be done.
at the State University of New tary and the chairman of the
Chance of showers over state
Deg Pound
Second place yard of the
"5. We found the Child WelYork in BuffaloSunday and Moeda), and )n east
to
pound
dog
the
found
board of trustees must appear
"We
month was awarded to Mr. mid
fare office to be very neat-lookA Limited Peels International for a hearing in US. District
portion Tuesitay. Warm Sunday,
A. W. Simmons, Sir., of be in a satisfactory condition in ing
Mrs.
and efficient with the excount elbowed at least 181 col- Court here at 10 cm. EDT Moncooler Tuesday. Highs in the
919 Sycamore. Their specious that there was plenty of food
leave and universities closed day in connection with the pre80s Sunday and Monday lowerThe Almo Elementary School and well kept lawn is of Ken- and water for the dogs, and the ception that the restroom needs
by or
of school or Mate of- sence of state police and the
ing to the' 70s Tuesday. Lows in Parent-Teacher Associ.tion will tucky bluegrass. Tb beautiful dogs that were there appeared painting.
•
l'housands
students National Guard on campus.
the 60s Sunday. and Monday, meet on Monday, May 11, at bane is attractively
iiit„
in to be fairly healthy. We do
Depii-G
The Creative Arts
"G. In the Court Room, there
at other schools ailed away
s Tuesday.
0vi
50
two p.m. at the school cafeteria. a setting of large oak trees and feel that the dog pound could
Dr. Singletary, the governor, or the Murray Woman's Club lowering to
hem chum on "strike."
members of the board of trus- will have a brunch at the club
All members and interested foundation plantings ere of be enlarged and that possibly is visite evidence of leaks in
HIGH-LOW
All of California's 28 state tees and other officials met unPersons are urged to attend broad-leaf hotly, azaleas, and a partial roof could be placed the roof and ceiling. We recomten a.m. on Monday,
NEW YORK
The highmend that the roof be repaired
colleges and uoiviesitiai as will til early today at the president's house at
this last meeting of the current other attractive shrtna
over it and a hard surface mat11.
May
Thurs.est temperature reported
to avoid any leaks and that
311 most major private schools campus home.
erial could be placed there in
for the meeting will day by the U. S. Weather Bu school year.
Hostesses
the stained tiles in the ceiling
and 64 of 92 community colIn the meeting at the univer- be Mrs. Burton Young, Mrs.
the pound so that it might be
reeu, mactuding Hawaii and
be replaced.
leges were closed.
cleaned.
sity, Gov. Louie B. Nunn an Richard Tuck, and Mrs. Elmer Alaska,
and
washed
easily
was 97 degrees elt Wink,
FALSE ALARM
"Ze We found the third floor
The newly formed "Natiowal school officials discussed two
Haverstock.
Tex. Today's law wes 24 deCasey Jail
room in very poor condition in
Strike Infonnatioin Center" at resolutions passed by the Facgrees at Aaleinosa, Cob.
The Murray Fire Department
"The Grand Jury inspected that there are holes in the floor
Brandeis University in Walth- ulty Senate Thursday to susCounty Jail facilities, quar- and walls and also junk in the
answered a false alarm call this
am, Mw.,said 356 schools were pend all university activities,
STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
ters and grounds, and found room. We recommend that the
morning at 1:35 to Wrather Hall
striking with faculty or admin- except those in the Medical
Kentucky Lake elevation.s as on
The Faxon Mothers Club held
to be in excellent condit- floor and walls and ceiling be
the Murray State University
istrative support.
Center, for the remainder of the
measured by Tennessee Valley
its monthly meeting on Wednes- ion. The inside of the Jon is repaired and that the room be
back
were
campus.
The
firemen
la Buffralo, N. Y, the injured spring semester.
Authority at 7 a. in. yesterday
day. May 6, at 1:30 p.m. in the clean and well-kept, and the painted and that a ladder, which
at the station at 1:50 am.
students were believed to have
with predictions to midnight toeighth grade classroom at the grounds are also well-kept is leading to the roof, be placThe other resolution under
bean hit by sliotgun fine from
school.
discussion called for the imThere appeared to be no pre ed in a safe place until needed.
A spring party for the seventh Scott
other iitudenla
POODLE
PRES
Mrs. Janice Barnett, presid- blems with the facilities them"We highly commend t h e
About 400 state patioe in riot mediate withdrawal from the and eighth grades will he held
ent, presided at the meeting.
However, we would like Fiscal Court for the satisfactgear dispersed a crowd of 1,500 campus of all state troopers, at the Calloway County Country Egaer
5
:7)
o0.
A registered male Poodle, 2% The devotion was given by both selves.
KentucFitz2lugli
k:yreIT
77 fff 0
6..8
3
7
HAT
offand
and
Jail
Guardsmen
the
that
to recommend
Club tonight (Friday) from 7:30
ory remodeling of the County
West Virginia University de- National
326.7 fail 0.3 Years old, is free to someone the first grade rooms.
Kentucky TW
the jailer's office be air condit- Judge and Circuit Court Clerk
to 10:30 p.m,
monstrators with tear gas Thurs- campus police.
with
for
good
a
is
pet.
dog
The
Billy
OutNatDale
principal,
The
Meanwhile, police and
ioned. Our information from
Each member may Invite two
day.
children. For information call land, explained the results of talking with various people is offices, and we recommend that
National Guardsmen used tear ional Guard troops continue to guests. The dress will be casual
all remaining offices of the
7534346.
the question sheets the par- that it is unbearable in the Jail Courthouse be up-graded in the
gas when students pelted the enforce a curfew, imposed by and the cost will be fifty cents
ents had completed. Outland in the summertime to the extent same way. It is our feeling that
Southern Illinois University se- the governor Wednesday night per person.
About 600 students of the
said he had about an eighty that it could be a health pro- the Courthouse is a focal point
curity police .with nicks At
HAZEL BAKE ME
Dear
Editor:
per cent return of the quest- blem. It appears that there is of our city in that all newcomleast 15 persons were arrested school's 16,000 enrollment were
A
Count me out! Count me out
ionnaires.
• very fine job being done in ers and visitors to our city
after the rock barrage ended. driven from the campus Thurswill
Club
The
Woman's
Haste
protest.
of any student strike or
count went to Mrs maintaining the Jail.
room
The
About 1,000 National Guards- day night. The students found
form a part of their opinion of
of
town
have
the
a
in
sale
bake
I have heard enough about colHealth Center
and 200 Champaign-Urbsna sanctuary on the spacious lawn
our city from the condition and
nause- Hazel On Saturday, May 9, start- Betty Casaity's first grade with
lege
to
become
students
"The facilities of the Health general appearance of the
police patrolled the University of the Lexington Theological
the most mothers present..
deserving ing at nine
is
ated.
one
more
No
of Illinois campus during the Seminary, across the street from
Refreshments were served by Center appear to be adequate Courthouse. For this reason, we
of punishment and less deservnight. Five persons were arrest- the UK campus. They were Sac
Mrs. Edna Duke, Mrs. Mary for the program carried o n have made the above recommentoday's
than
of
ing
publicity
A Gospel Music program feaguardsmen and 75
CORRECTION
ed for throwing rocks at a rally ed by
Barrow,' and Mrs. Beauton Uri. there, although the demand for dations.
college students
atteeded by 5,000 Ul students. State Trooper, but there were turing the Kentucky Gospel
services is increasing. In lookdertvood.
Kent
at
The recent tragedy
Singers, will be held at the
General Store ad"We would also like to re- .
The
Dollar
Eight demonstrators were no confrontations.
ing over the building, there
of
Jonathan Elementary School on University is a fine example
Face fslial Line
vertisement in Thursday's issue
injured and nine arrested in
were several windows that were oommend the Fiscal Court for tragedy
real
unrest
The
student
CITED
•TWO
at
p.m.
eight
had three incorrect prices. Ladmelees at New York's Union
The students, facing the so- Saturday, May 23,
cracked and should be replac- its hiring of a road supervisier.
lies in the fact that National ies
,Square Perk. The demonstrators lid line of troopers, chanted
Perma.Press _shifts should
ed. The overall appearance of We feel that this action - win
•
and
called
to
had
by
be
Guardsmen
cited
were
persons
Two
Mason Powell, principal, said
staged a at-down that blocked "Guns Off the Campus" and
the Health Center is excellent provide a more efficient road
Guard!. have been two for $5.00. Ladies
these
,that
furthermore
traffic on 14th Street for more sang stantras of "America the the admission will be 30 and
Flats, 2 for $5.00 and Ladies the Murray Police Department
program for CalltiwaY County."
Highway Genie
misswith
attacked
men were
than an hour before mounted Beautiful."
handbags 2 for $5.00. The Led- Yesterday- and last night. They "The County Highway Garage • Respectfully Submitted: " •••
75 cents in advance, and 75
iles (rocks and anything else
this er- were for speeding and going is located at Fifth and Vine
The students took up a col- cents an one dollar _ it_ the
-and helmeted pellet cleared
Macon Blaniteed_mi; Foreman_
ger. and Times regrets
.
-Wronr-V-On-ene-vrey-aseem„ treets and is an ohr-hUildini -Ciiirebt
ror.
than'
0t door.
loch"o and got-S101.-Tfsey100
tCthian-Fig• tea
-itity-Ciand Jury
•
• receive a letter from Jon
rce which is somewhat of a
c. Rather than relegate it
the Letters to the Editor
Column, we print It here. Jon
has a way with words which we
YY.
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( orpus Delicti
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
Suppose that a man walks into
or Public Voice items strum in our opinion, are not for the but
Interest of our reaciers.
the police station one day and
nnounces that he has committed
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WIT'S= 00., 11108 ,
a murder. He says he hid the
headline Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York N.Y, itody in the woods, but can't rebusimienson ldg., Detroit, Mich.
r ember where. If no corroborati g evidence can be found, may
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for
•the man nevertheless be sent to
transnussion as Second Class Matter
i il for homicide?
No. because the case against
SUBSCIPTION RATIO: By Carrier in Murray, per week 350. Per
litonui 81.33. In Cauoway and adjoining ccniaues, per year, WM; } iurn lacks a "corpus delicti." And
Zones 1 & 4, ei.i.uu; amewhere $111.0u. AU service subscriptions 88.00 iwithout that, generally speaking,
there can be no conviction for a
-The Outstanding civic Awn se a Cemuanalty Is the
c rime. A confession might be
Integrity a/ as Newspaper"'
•
;tither erroneous or involuntary,
c r might even be induced by some
I ychological motive other than
FRIDAY L MAY 8, 1970
desire to tell the truth.
The phrase "corpus delicti" is
A ( ken mistakenly thought to mean

Close Our Schools?
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FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
News.
:30 High rh'''
4°
haparra
sla`44'1'
et apart
*"'" ' "'
s 7r."iy'iveli
thri•lues""'
:00 High Chaparral Ilia Tim Con,i Shole TitBrady
hc attiting,,,AA.,
, 30 Name of the

arrfIll Hogan's Heroes

the Garn-e-trAovi-e-:. ' - --v.- News Special 30
"With These Hands"
"The Far Co.i../y i
:00 Nashville MIMIC
Lou., American Style
Movite
:30 Del Reeves
Lou., American Style
Movie
-30 inrltr.;SsortaNrs; ahr
jacr Soorts
Movie: ,,hr., sports
leoie;tshow fsrrp
Tonight
"The War Lover"'
Movie
§1103 In':
ZPiow
ow PPeerrv"AsNalsr,n
MOWS
The Avengers
-00
Perry Masoo
The Dick Cavett Show
30 The Avengers
Movie:
"The Prook OneS" 'rise Dick Caves/ Show
sanvio
The Dick Cavett Show
.!)ia
_
, SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
00 Name of
Name of the Garnet

SO
30
00
:30

Aoriculture USA
Farm Digest
Heckle and orkie
Heckle and

Sunrise

semester

Samson

Ad, of Gulliver
Smoke, the Bear
Chattanooga Cats
M u'tley Chettanoota Cats
HOt
1/$11441, Races
Hardy
Sc_taby Dec
Sk
e Hawks
Adventure Hour Arch
Archie Ca,---edr. Hour
:30 The Flinlstones
Archie CO,to, Hour George of Jungle
It Together
The Mo.
ri ens
American Bandstand
tannerdog
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Th. Jetsors
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Jackie Bugs
DRaostSro7yur.are:d

8 ':',1 ;'t*Ierer''intkhePelnrthern
9 :030 'ilaeR °ae,'=1
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Wheels

Ge•

11 1

'SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
eandsteno

American
High School Duo
Movie "The Pharaohs'
Woman"
Sout of /he CRY
All Star Wrestling
Skips,'
Acee:ement
All
Wrestlincl
Baseball'
II - Wide World of Sports
Sporting
of Sports
Wide
World
i0 trQL 1I5e
•.410 W' rn Bros. Show All Ainer Col Show Wide World of Soorts
c
Show
Fishing
Roger Mudd News
.1
'30 PSrCerJwaooner
News, Wthr: Sots News: W/Or : Sports Fiiptier
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, dead body, perhaps because
• corpus" sounds like "corpse."
,Actually, it just means "the body
f the crime"-the physical evi-

:ence that a crime has been corni itted.
It may indeed be a body, but
i t may alsd be a burned-down
1 raise, or an altered check, or a
eye. Before punishing someI lack
ne, the law wants to be reason-
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Syndicated columnist Morrie Ryskind
suggested in his column Wednesday that it's
time to consider closing all colleges and
universitites for a year to put a stop to the
revolutionary doctrine being taught at nearly all
academies of learning by the lunatic fringe
which appears to, be In charge.
At first blush, this seems to be a radical
suggestion not to be seriously considered. But on
second thought, it has merit. The great majority
of students at every college and university are
there for the purpose of learning.'A small
minority belongs to the anarchy-revolutionary
group. But this minority is calling all the shots
and in control of the schools, whether privatelyendowed or publicly-supported.
It is also about time for faculty members to
..
decide whether they want to be educators or
revolt leaders. And this includes the top
educators like Kingman Brewster, Jr., the
president of Yale University, who sides with the
violent minority on the Yale campus.
.
A one-year moratorium on the operation of
all institutions of higher learning, during which
no one would be permitted on the campus, might
cool off a few heads. And a year without pay by
some of our high-priced radical college teachers
might help them to make up their minds whether
or not they want to pursue the careers for which
they prepared..themselves. .And quite a few of
them got -their educations at tax-supported
. universities at the expense of taxpayers.)
Closing universities for a year would
probably not do great harm to the nation. And it
Just might bring about a greater appreciation of
the great opportunities offered by these
institutions, the campuses of which are now
being used for purposes not intended.
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Jane Ann Morris Reaves, Olin"
del Reaves, J. Lynnwood Morris, and Emile Morris to Commonwealth of Kentucky for
use iind benefit of Murray State
University; two lots in College
Terrace Subdivision.
Purdue National of Lafayette,
Inc., and Warren N. Eggleston
of West Lafayette, Ind., co-executor of estate of Donald M.
Warren, deceased, to Timkev
Company of Murray; property in
Calloway County.
Janice W. Eggleston of West
Lafayette, Inc., and Anne W.
Moller of Northbrook, 'IL, to
Timkev Company, of Murray;
property in Calloway County.
Patrick James Estes to Breads Brandon Estes; power of attorney.
Lois Brewer to William Hal
Smith, Jr., and Shirley Ann
Smith; property on Highway
299.
Ourn James Cullivan and Billie Gene Cullivan of Henry
County, Tenn., to George W.
Grififn, Jr., and Betty Jo Griffin; 0.683 acres on Ford Road.
Violet Ellis to Wayne Flora
and Fay Nell Flora; property
in Calloway County.
Affidavit of descent of Richard Walston, died March 26,
1984, to Ella Mae Walston of
Hopkinsville, Hallett Walston
of Montgomery, Mich., Robert
Walston of Angola, Ind., and
James Thomas Walston of Reading, Mich.
Thomas Lamb and Euple
Lamb to Thomas Reuben Schroeder; 18 acres in Calloway County.
Charles Caldwell, Estelle
Caldwell, Edward Y. Morgan,
and Lillian A. Morgan to Lowell
E. Clifford and Margaret L.
Clifford; lot in East Y Manor
Subdivision.
John 0. Pasco and Ruth E.
Pasco to Roy Cothran and Jane
Cothran; lot on Wells Drive in
Pasco Addition.
Grace S. Allbritten to John
R.. Stubblefield and Roselle
Stubblefield; property on Ken'tacky and Tennessee State Line
Road.
J. A. Reaves and Beulah
Reaves to Billie K. Hall; lot in
Thomas Pogue land.
R. P. Burkeen and Winnie
Burkeen of Eardin Route One
to Jackie Clay Oates and Anita
Oates; seven acres on Frank
Parrish Road,
Curtis Mohler and Ituthie
Trees Mohler to Jerry Boggess
and Delorise Boggess; lot at
Hedley Swift and Mohler gravel road.
Wilburn Cavitt to John Cavitt
and Margaret Cavitt; lot on
Highway 121.
John 0. Pasco and Ruth E
Pasco to Johnnie 0. Collins and
Myrtha E. Collins of Detroit,
Mich.; lot on Wells Drive in
Pasco Subdivision.
David B. Henry and Geraldine M. Henry to James Vance
and Edna Vance; property on
US. Highway 641.
Caldwell, Estelle
Charles
Caldwell, Edward Y. Morgan,
and Lillian A. Morgan to Leland H. Peeler and Dixie Peeler; lot in East Y Manor Subdivision.
Treamon Cloys and Dotty Lee
Cloys to Gene Dale Bray and
Linda Jean Bray; property or
Highway 121.
Calloway County Land Corn
pany, Inc., to John W. McIn
tyre, Jr., and John W. McIntyre
Sr., a Chicago EL; lot in Pint
Bluff Shores Subdivision. •
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ECLIPSE BLINDNESS Ann Turner, 15, blinded by the March
7 solar eclipse she stared at it for four minutes-is learning to cook and participate in other activities at her home
in Tipton, Ind. She uses a finger to test whether breakfast
cereal in done. She has only faint side vision left. The damage probably is permanent, physicians say.
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ably sure that a crime really did
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It is true that in homicide cases.
Truly Fine Cleaning * Phone 753-1852
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he most common corpus delicti
s the victim's body. However, a
Speaking
murder conviction is possible
even if no body is ever found.
Take this case:
441
BY TOM PERKI:
On the second night of an
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
ocean voyage, a member of the I
TRADE WITH
crew vanished from the ship. Another seaman, charged later with
murder, defended himself on the
Mud Is Not Always What It &bents
round that the missing man's
FORD
INC.
PARKER
Its been dry so long in Calloway County that I don't be
body was 'never found-hence,
I here was no corpus delicti. ' lieve it will ever rain again. Its so dry that I believe its time tho
However, the prosecutor coun- Just was stirred.
Murray, Ky.
753-5273
1 ered with the following points:
I sure wish it would rain. Dews keep on coming like thej
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
1) that the defendant had been don't know how dry it is. You walk to the fields to work in the
"Service Built Our Business"
,lone on the deck with the miss- morning and get your feet wet, then into Use dust and you've
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
ing man just before he dissap- got mud, mud even in a drought. I tried to tell daddy that
if we
NEW OR USED CAR
peared;
would wait till later in
we would never get any mud on
2) that the deck bore fresh 1 us. And he said, "shutstarting,
up, because I was just a kid and didn't
bloodstains,
know anything anyway." So I shut up and did my best at follow.
3) that a bloodstained knife ing exactly where my
daddy stepped, because I didn't want any
had been found in the defendmud on me anyway. And I decided that mud was just dirt ani
ant's possession: and
.11 that the missing man should water, and when I didn't know better I tasted it, and it taste(
TONIGHT *
be presumed dead, because there just like wet dirt. I spit it out and dad said, "roll it up in a bat
had been no other vessel nearby and let it dry." I did, and got hard, and dad said, "do that enougl
P•1 THEATRE
11011111VM
10,_
and Saturday
1
that could possibly have picked and you have a brick." He said that you could use bricks to
_
build things of. And I thought about school building bricks and
him up.
P
The court thereupon ruled that, decided it wasn't worth the effort. I'm not smart and don't have
DRACULA p
even with no body, there was still
be, because I'm little.
RAS
a corpus delicti-that is. a body
by Bob Little
RISEN
of evidence indicating that the
FROM ME
dastardly deed had been done.
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Result: the defendant was found
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s
guilty of murder.
The wind is gently blowing,
An American Bar Association
O'er the mountainside so green,
public service feature by Will
Warm rivers that are flowing,
Jerry Speight, Murray College High senior, is one of 50 art Bernard.
spring.
Are
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signs
of
-MONDAY -TUESDAY*
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art
an
attend
to
them
students receiving awards permitting
'"a) 1970 American Bar Association
summer June
Don't tell me of last winter's chill,
study program at the University of Kentucky this
When nights were cold and drear,
13-18.
and piled
But of summer's warmth in the air,
The Murray Track Team won five first place honors
Kentucky ConOf bird _hymns that I hear.
up 51 points to take second place in the Western
ference Track and Field meet at Bowling Green.
Love
is as sweet as a rose,
participating
Army Sgt. First Class William 0. Downey is
Love, blooms like the spring,
Texas.
Hood,
Fort
at
maneuver
field
weeks
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Love, oh what a common word,
Miss Patricia King, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce King,
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Farm Tobacco Testing Program
•
by Janet Byerly
Club.
in Agronomy Extension is a coop- Janet is a seventh grade student at Faxon. She is 12 years old.
•
erative program in which membeFirst mag
rs of the staff collaborate with
,.
lily Father's Hands
(1 1 1)1) The
other departments of the UK Collfirst magazine in kineriea 5%
ege of Agriculture, Area ExtenMy father's hands are rough and worn
'published here in 1711 hv AnTODAY *
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Mrs. Dewey Crass of Murray.
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nt years, according to Dr. J. It
Oh many is the times I've seen them bleed,
Honor students at Murray High School are Mary Aim Underwood,
Smiley and A. M. Wallace, tobaSimply to help a friend in need.
Letitia Maupin, and William Smith.
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cco research specialists at the
Behind each scar there's a story to tell,
Murray and the locn4.Are department will be hosts starting
F—
towns University of Kentucky.
And in my heart, I know them all well.
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Robinson Homer In Ninth Deane Beamon
Beats Kansas City 7-6
Is Leader
Of Champions

s

Reed Is Question Mark
In NBA Final Game

the game-winning blow. I.frap
The question thee remains: Is a
NEW YORK (UPI)- Will
bowsky had walked pinchReed on one leg better than no
J000:30011100000000ena00000001111
Willis Reed play?
hitters Terry Crowley with one
Reed at all?
If he does, how effective will
out and Mery Rettenmund with
Dave DeBusschere, whose job
The joke
was on Moe
he be?
two out.
It will be to get most of the
By MICHAEL RABUN
Drabowsky.. A sick joke as
These are the questions
"The walks were the disturbrebounds if Reed ddes not play,
UPI
Sports
Writer
as the Kansas City Royals are
KnickNew
York
haunting
the
ing thing," Drabowsky moaned,
isn't quite sure.
concerned.
erbockers as they prepare to "We are just an ordinary
"no the home run. Frank never
HOUSTON (UPI)- Deane
Drabowsky, a 15-year major
tackle the Los Angeles Lakers team without Willis," says
oomie veteran and one oi should have been around to get man, leader by a stroke after
at Madison Square Garden DeBusschere. "We might win,
baseball's
leading practical the chance. I was trying,to pich one round of the Houston
tonight in the deciding game of but it would take a superhuman
to spots on those pinch-hitters, Champions International
jokers, saw nothing funny about'
the best-of-seven series for the effort. I'd rather have Willis in
naturally with little success."
Martinez for a wild pitch as
tournament, blamed high winds
Thursday night's turn of events
By VITO STELLINO
National Basketball Association there if only for a little while.
Elsewhere in the American
Robertson
Bob
Gladding
walked
and the last stretch of killer
In which the Royals, en the
UPI Sports Writer
title.
League, New York downed holes for the run of high scores
to load the bases. •
With Wilt making up his mind
verge of beating Baltimore for
Reed, who suffered a severe
Oakland, 7-3, Minnesota topped during the tournament's opento go to the hoop like he did,
the first time since May 9, 1969,
much A pitch to Hebner got by
too
DALLAS
(UPI)
-Sandra
Harry
HayWalker
did
first
quarter
of
hip
injury
in
the
Detroit, 9-6, California whitew- ing round Thursday.
Martinez as Al Oliver scored to
five little guys can't do it.
managed to lose to the Orioles,
Thursday night and make it
hottest competitor on game No. 5 and missed three
ashed Washington, 8-0, and
7-5 and then Richie nie, the
There's virtually no way to stop
So did Bruce Crampton, thinking
7-6.
mud
too
Jd
golf
tour,
Marty
year's
ladies
pro
this
Martinez
quarters of that game plus all him."
Milwaukee beat Boston,5-1. Johnny Pott, Julius Boros, Gary
debner took a swing that
Drabowsky played a big part
join
a
very
much
to
of game No. 6, is given a 50-50 The Leiters' Jerry West
Chicago and Cleveland were Player, Miller Barber) and catching.
cracked the catcher_ in the back would like
In his team's latest loss to
The result was a weird eighth Of his gloved hand, Martinez hit very exclusive group, the few chance by the team physician,
idle.
concurs. "If Wilt goes to the
Homero
Minces.
Baltimore. . .as big a part as
Inning in which Houston let the the ground in pain and both pros who have won four Dr. James Parkes, to start
Drives In Six Runs
hoop like that again, there's no
Ben Hogan, playing in a
Frank Robinson of the Orioles Roy
four
score
tournaments
in
a
row.
Pirates
Pittsburgh
tonight's
game.
White drove in six runs
runrers scored before Gladding
way we can lose," he said.
tournament for the first time in
who tagged a Drabowsky
The 27-year-old Texas lass is The Knicks managed to irin
with a pair of three-run homers three years, birdied two of the runs on only onefthit to snap a retrieved the ball.
fastball over the centerfteld
9-5,
Astros,
there.
And,
she
will
go
5-5
tie
the
halfway
and beat
the fifth game even without
as the Yankees beat Oakland last four holes and said, "The
In other games, San Diego
fence for the game-winning
for the second straight night wind didn't bother me. It didn't Martinez got into the game in downed Philadelphia, 8-2, Cin- for the third leg in the $25,000 Reed in one of the most
homer with two out in the ninth
Dallas Civitan Open, which inspired games ever seen at the
the first place when Walker, cinnati
and chalked iv their ninth win make anyilifference at all."
beat Chicago, 5-2,
inning
In the last 11 games. White also The wind was the big subject the Astros manager tried to do Montreal drubbed San Francis- started a 54-hole run over the Garden. But, given two qys to
Walks Annoy Drabowsky
doubled and scored New York's during the first round of the a little masterminding that co, 15-8, and Los Angeles 6,177-yard, par 35-36'--71 Glen adjus t, the Lakers overIt wasn't Robinson's homer
Lakes Country Club layout whelmed them, 135-113, in game
MURRAY, Ky.-The Calloseventh run to help Fritz $115,000 tournament and backfired.
topped New York, 7-4, in 10
which annoyed Drabowsky as
No. 6 with Wilt Chamberlain way County Lakers crushed the
Peterson gain his third victory through it all Beman fired a 33- Walker pulled John Edwards, Innings. St. Louis and Atlanta today.
much as the two bases on balls
who made the last out of the
Only two other women pros completely dominating t h e visiting South Marshall Rebels,
of the year.
4
35-68 over the 7,166-yard, par seventh, and brought in Marti- were idle.
he gave up to set the stage for
have turned the trick- Kathy •roceedings. Playing against an 8-3, in a game here Thursday.
Harmon Killebrew's third
36-35-71 Champion Golf Club's nez to catch. That enabled him The victory for the Pirates
year and
•••.. I rtment
of centers much
The Lakers jumped off to a
homer in as many games, a Cypress Creek course to lead
broke a seven-game losing Whitworth last
three-run blast in the seventh Crampton, Bert Greene and to bat Martinez in the pitcher's streak. The Pirates took a 4-0 Mickey Wright twice- in 1962 mailer than him, Wilt poured quick start by scoring four runs
spot to lead off the eighth and lead in
1963. Ihe Dallas event,
45 points and grabbed 27 In the first two Innings.
inning, and a two-run homer by Gibby Gilbert by a stroke.
the first inning and led, and
put Fred Gladding in Edwards' 5-2,
was the third leg ebounds, with most of his
incidentally,
James Mayhan collected two
Tony Olin powered Minnesota
after three innings but the
Six Break Par
slot.
'Wright's four-in-a-row I •ints coming on dunks and runs-batted-in as he banged out
past Detroit. Rod Carew stole The only other players to
Astros tied it 5-5 in the seventh on Miss
Strategy Looked Good
ort shovel shots.
home in the eighth for the break par, at ope-under 70,
a double.
- before Martinez started surge in 1963.
The strategy looked good"I'll have to do better than I
eed
is capable of stopping
Twins' final run.
catching.
were Dave Hill, Lee Trevino, until the balls started getting
Wareilital ... 003 000 3-3 3 4
Lakes,
at
Glen
usually
do
amberlain if he is mobile Santa
The Angels kept pace with
=0 013 x-11 4 1
Calloway County
Gene Littler, Pott, Tommy by Martinez. He sees only Expos' Biggest Scoring Spree
going
to
make
if
I'm
...is I • h, but the doctor doesn't
however,
Slack and Match: Carrowey. Oliver
the Twins- as Jim Spencer Aaron and Dale Douglass.
Jim Fairey knocked in four
Oebotpe.
(Si.
and
how that can possibly be.
colleged a triple and three Hogan and Boros headed a occasional duty behind the plate runs with a three-run homer it three in a row," Miss Haynie
DENVER- (UPI) - Former
as an _ emergency fill-in since
said, "This is a course where
singles to highlight California's group at evewar 71.
Montreal
a
single
as
and
world heavyweight boxing 13-hit
Edwards catches most of the clobbered San Francisco. It was the scoring usually is real low
attack off four Washingchampion Joe Louis has been ton pitchers. Tom Murphy went Crampton lost his chance for
games'. One pitch got by
to get my
the biggest,scoring spree in the and I never seem
transferred from Colorado Psy- the di.stance for California, a tie when he bogeyed the 14th
on
it.
game
going
Expos' two-year history.
chiatric Hospital to Veterans allowing only bur hits in -hardest hole on the course.
"It takes a lot of short iron
Wes Parker hit a two-run
Administration Hospital and is posting his fourth win against Pott was the biggest victim
play and those clubs aren't nora
4'
to
snap
the
10th
triple
in
in
the
last
holes.
He
came
to
18
in "excellent spirits," his two
losset.
tie as the Dodgers beat the mally my cup of tea."
tied for the lead and wound up
attorney said Thursday.
Rookie Danny Walton's ninth
Met.% Parker hit for the cycle, But, her irons must not have
Irving Andrews, lawyer for homer off Ray Culp in the with a double-bogey six.
with a single, double and homer been too iniwieldly since she
Soros Loses Two Strokes
the 56-year-old ex-boxer, said seventh inning proved to be the
artier in the game, and said it brought back-to-back victories in
Louis had been transferred at deciding run in the Brewers' Julius Boros was two under
CHOICE OF 2 ITEMS
his "greatest thrill" in the Raleigh, N.C., and Shrevewas
as
he
came
to
14,
but
lost
two
National
League
his own request. Louis was second straight triumph over
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SAUCY PIG BAR-B-Q
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Saturday and Sunday Special
SMALL BAR-B-Q PLATE

We Have Bar-B-Q Ribs & Chicken
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AMF all-season tractors
arefor working.
Notfor fixing.
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Thursday's linens
Milwaukee S. Boston 1
New York at Oakland
Washington It California
1.1111110/11 7, Kereifil City
Minnesota 9, Detroit 6
Other clubs not scheduled
Teday's Games
Boston (Rano 24) at Oakland (Dobson
1.6), night
New York (Cumberland 1-1) at Call1Wnia (Wright 3-21, night
Kansas City (Johnson 04) at Detroit
(Kilkenny 2-01, night
innesota (Kaat .611 et Cleveland
Moore 3-1), night
Chicasto (Janeskl 2-1) 41 tott1more
(Palmer 3-2), night
061y games scheduled•.
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Detroit
Batten
Beshington
New York
CNveland

There's brute strength
muscle in every
Racers Blank
model
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With

Goys Twice
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AM'
• 4 cycle,8 HP-engines
• Durable heavy steel channel
construction
• Adiustable-on-the-go cutting
heights
• Maintenance-free,
permanently sealed rear end
differential and maintenance free permanently sealed steel
geared transmission

• High-tempered steel blade
with uplift design
• Combination clutch and
brake pedal
• Three speeds forward,
reverse, neutral
• Easy-access hood
• Convenient tool storage
• Automotive type steering
• Fully baffled side discharge

See AMF Tractor Mowers at

E. BLANKENSHIP
of

KAntucky
602 Maple Street
MuOray, Kentucky

POWER MOWERS

It's a getacquainted
offer
from AMF.
We're selling
16" x 14" x 37" heavy gauge poly
bags at cost-25 for-. dollar.
*- They're a big help for Spring
clean-up; For weeds. For trash.
For a million different chores.

MURRAY, Ky.- The Murray
State University Racers swept
an Ohio Valley Conference doubleheader from visiting Austin
Peay Thursday, taking the first
game, 3-0, and grabbmg the
nightcap, 8-0.
an
The two wins give
OVC record of 7-3, wtilP the
Ravers are 18-15 on the regular
season.
In the opener, Vito Scavo held
the hot bat for Murray ,is he
banged out a triple - three
trips to the plate, knocking. in
two runs.
Randy White pitched a threehit shutout in leadin: the
Thorooughbreds to
In the second contest David
MSU,
Porter 'fired a no-hitter
allowing just two base rmners
in the game. They camp in the
first and third stanzas o- walks.
Porter fanned six batte-'
Scavo repeated his bar' performance of the first
for
the Racers as he cchfs red a
tripel in three plate aN4,.1,:nces
ter two RBIs.
Auatin Petty
WM Oft ' 3 f)
Murray State
" Opn on
6 1
, tit . ht.
itarnsev, Farmer 131, w
White and Cole
y
Austin Pea..
000 OP,
° 0
Morr., StAtr
410
tiorn• end Frmeht, Port '
016

TREAT
YOUR
AR
TO- A-'
SPRING
TUNEUP!
Boal's Tune-Up Shop
North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 733-8119
Clem's Standard Service
509 So. 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone' 753-4652
Crump's Ashland Service
Route 1
Hardin, Kentucky
Phone 474-9740
Fenton & Hodge
205 South Fifth
Murray, Kentucky
l'hone 753-4669

YOUR

If your car's get-up-and-go seems like it got-up-andwent, see usl We'll put PER FOR MAN_CF back into your
winter-weary automobile with a precilion engine tuneup'
_
Our trained mechanics will thoroughly check your ignition system, adjust it, and replace any worn parts with
top quality Iii.t.tie-ST-litEA14 ignition patio!
We'll retune your carburetor and replace any faulty
components with genuine HYGRADE Jiffy Kit carburetor tune-up parts'
And we'll give your car a FREE end-to-end safety check
to help insure worry-free driving all spring)

Treat Your Car To A Spring Tune-Up At:
Five Points Ashland
Robert's Oil Company
16th & College Farm Road
4th & Chestntk
Murray, Kentucky
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-0116
Phone 753•2752
Joyce's Garage
Southsid. Phillips "66"
Route 1
So. 12th & Glefkiale Road
Hardin, Kentucky
Murray, Kentucky
Stop
Ken's Truck
Phone 753-6966
Route 2
ThweaWs Service Station
Hazel, Kentucky
U.S. Highway 641
Phone 492-8304
Almo„ KenttiOlry
Murdock's Garage, Inc.
Phone 753-2720
407 Poplar Street
Tucker's Garage
Murray, Kentucky
Route 1
Phone 753-6770
Abu°, Kentucky
Piemen's Shell Service
Phone 753-6593
Route 5
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-9191

Walston's Texaco
South 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-9081

BLUE STREAK

Motor Parts & Bearings
JOBBER

111111 Chestnut Street

blurrier, Ky. 42•71

H Y GR ADE
NO
1001

••••.-
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Sarah Ellen Bishop
Becomes Bride Of
John M. Calhoon

Wallis-Crouch Vows To Be Read

Mrs. Sarah Ellen Bishop and
John Michael Calhoon were
united in marriage on Saturday,
April is, at two o'clock in the
afternoon in a simple ceremony
at the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church.
Rev. Roy Gibson performed
the double ring ceremony.
Attendants for the couple
were Sandra Hughes and Richard Downey.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Fergerson of
Paris, Tenn. Mr. Calhoon is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. John D.
Calhoon of Hazel Route Two.
Mrs. Calhoon is a fresiusaa
at Murray State University
where she is a nursing major.
Mr. Calhoon attended Murray
State university and is now employed at Rudy Bailey's Body
Shop.
The couple-iihow residing at
100 South 13th Street, Murray.
•••

e

Moe
The Murray Mate Uaimrsity
Couples arids will meet at
7:30 p.a. at the Student Wm
Building. AR Shinny and staff
ammesers are invited. Arrfou
&girlie a reservation shook!
contact Dr. Wallace Peal.
•••
• spring party fee the
seventh and eighth grades will
be held at the Calloway County
Country Club from 7:30 to WM
p.m. Cost will be 50 cants per
person and each member one
bring two gnats. The dress will
be cessel.,
•••
The North Murray Homemakers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs. Ivan Outland at 1:30
Se.
Senentey,/Amy
The Murray State Univanity
Women's Society will hold its
annual spring luncheon at Lt15
p.m. at the Mame, Woman's
Club Home. Entertainment will
be by Murray Woman's Club
Music Chorus, The annual business meeting with election of
*facers will follow.
•••
'FrVoids for the Kirksey Baseball Amociation will start at
eight a.m and continue through
three p.m. Check schedule'in
Wednesday's Porter•••
The Captain Wendell Oury
chapter of the DAR will meet
at the Triangle Inn at coon
••• The Boots and Slippers
Square Dance Club will have a
dance at the American Legion
building at eight p.m. Bill
Dunn is the caller.
•••
Monday. May 11
The Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Harry Russell, 1406 Poplar, at 710 pin
•••
The Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet et the
Holiday Inn.
•••
The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Dennis Boyd
at one p.m.
•••
The Bethany Sunday School
Class will meet at the home of
Mrs. Terry Lawrence at seven
p.m. Rudolph Itowsrei witt
the speaker.
•••

Disposable pans are a bonus
for seagoing cooks. Heavy foil
skillets and corrugated broilers
are sturdy enough for more than
a one-time use, can go through
several sudsings, and then be
discarded.

r - B.Burkeen
4•1•4.

Ashbrook-D'Angelo Engagement

Women's Auxiliary
Meets At Flint
The Blood River Association
of Young Women's Auxiliary
met Thursday evening at the
Flint Baptist Church.
The meeting was opened by
repeating the YWA Watchword,
Daniel 12:9, and ,Mnging the
YWA hymn, "0 Zion Haste".
Bro. Buck Morton, Pastor of--;
the West Paris Baptist Church,
Paris, Tenn., gave an Intermit,
ing talk on "How to witness to
your unsaved friends".
Sidney Portis, State YWA
Director, explained the 'lunges
that would affect the YWA or••
ganlaations in 1970. She challenged the group to accept the
changes and to look forward to
being one of the first to try
out the new system.
The meeting was closed with
a game and refreshments served by the Flint Church.

Mr. and Mrs. Laverne Wilson Wallis announce the engagement of their daughter, Martha Kaye, to Robert Charles Crouch,
son of Mr. and Mrs.. R. Charles Crouch of Pilot Mound, Iowa.
Miss Wallis. will receive her Master of Arts degree from
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, in May.
Mr. Crouch did his undergraduate work at Morningside and
Iowa Wesleyan colleges. He is presently enrolled in the Perkins
Seminary of Southern Methodist and will receive his Bachelor of
Divinity in the fall.
The wedding is'planned for June 28, at four o'clock in the
afternoon at the First United Methodist Church, Murray. An invitation is extended to all friends of the family.
be their guests at a pknic sup
per in the City Park at six p.m.
•In case of rain the supper will
be held in the church basement.
• ••
The Alice Waters Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the home of Mrs. H. T. Waldrop,
707 Main Street, at 9:30 a.m.
•••
The Bessie Tucker Circle of
tn. First. United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the
home of Mrs. James Weatherly,
701 Poplar Street, at 9:30 a.m.
•••
The Lynn Grove Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Coleman Reeder at one
p.m.
•• •
The Paris Road Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs Lucille Hart at one p.m
•••
The Progressive Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Joseph Rose at seven p.m.
• ••
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
7:30 p.m.
• ••
Groups of the First Baptist
Church WMS will meet as follows: I with Mrs. James H.
Smith at 9:10 a.m.; II with Mrs.
I. H. Key at ten a.m.; III with
Mrs. Edgar Morris at two p.m.;
IV with Mrs. H. C. Chiles at two
p.m.
•••

PERSONALS

Give Mom a Bigfft early

Mdirc7, '.."r3.to-ocr's Day last longer. Call or
st,ap [7, tn./.1dy And order your BigHug
to arrive before. Sunday Acrot
rk e street Or country A special gift.
At :I special price.

•••
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DEAR ABBY: I am 72 and my husband is 23. We've been
married for a year and a half, and have a six-month-old son,
which is the only reason I don't just pack up and leave.
My husband is worse than an old man. When he comes
borne from work, he kisses me, then goes in to look at the
baby, then he buries his face in the newspaper until dinner.
After dinner he can't get into bed fast enough—because
that's where the television set is.
Our sex life is, like—forget it. He says he had so much
sex before marriage he doesn't even think about it anymore.
[That doesn't happen to be true in MY case, but it doesn't
bother him.]
When I want a little affection he makes me feel like •
dirty old lady. I don't want to raise only one child, but if I
ever get pregnant again it will be a miracle.
He is a hard-working man and a good person, really, but
he is a lousy lover. Please tell me what to do.
HUNGRY FOR LOVE
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Mr. and Mrs. Warren Ashbrook of St. Louis, Missouri, announce the engagement of their daughter, Mills Jean, to Craig
D'Angelo, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carmen D'Angelo, Route Seven,
Murray.
The bride-elect is a graduate of William McKinley High
School, St. Louis, Missouri, and is attending Murray State University where sbe,,is majoring in business.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
C. Jones, Ropte Seven, Murray, Kentucky. He is a graduate of
Calloway County High School and is attending Murray State
University where he is majoring in industrial arts.
No wedding date has been set.
Color is here to stay in housewares — as is easy washability by
use of plastics and laminates,
stainless steel and chrome. For
future planning, keep an eye on

Tell the babvsitter which. oil
the children's clothes are to be
dropped in the laundry hamper;
which are to be hung up, put
away, and when-.

Route
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evening on
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Morning Won
Sunday Night
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200 Zest

be sure to call

Worship Set
Evening Wo

tilIACH 1
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atoomme War

Call Linda A

Worship Seel

Phone 7534375

sl..043C

* * *

Highway 44

the rainbow of reds and blues
that is beginning to nudge the
golds and greens, fashion favorites for the past several seasons.

Morning Wo
Evening Wm

The eye-pleasing beauty of
vinyl wallcoverings can be main* * *
tained easily even with preschool artists in-the house. Warm
sudsy water will remme toddler
Reports show that women
today do 85 per cent of all the murals along with ordinary dirt'
and stains.
purchasing in the United States.

DEAR HUNGRY: Something is wrong with your
husband. It's either physical, mental, or emotional. True, not
all sexual appetites are the same, but your husband's is sadly
below par. Keep nagging h;m until he gets help. If he is a
"good person," he will realize that you are not a "flower—
born to blush unseen, and waste your sweetness on the
desert air."

Stokes

DEAR ABBY: I am simply amazed at the response I
continue to receive since my letter appeared in your column.
It concerned the cruel tradition of denying brides the
pr.vilege of wearing white unless they were "pure."
Of some 150 letters I received, only ten were negative.
They suggested that I was encouraging promiscuity, which I
did not, nor would I approve.'
The pathetic tragedies of human suffering that have
scarred . the lives of so many persons needlessly is
unbelievable.
When I offered you the use of my name, I had no idea
you would include my church and its location. But I am now
grateful to you for the gifts of kindness I have been able to
receive because of it. I wish I were as
as some people
perceive me to be.
. My only regret was when I read my letter in your
column, I saw that I had committed an error by relerring to
"black" as a symbol of evil or wrong. This is anWm. cruel
tradition carried on by our white racist culture unconsciously. One person wrote to me, critically because of it,
and I sent her my apology. PAUL WHIPPLE, [Minister]
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good
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DEAR REVEREND WHIPPLE: You sound like a mail
I'd Ike to knew.

Plum
Commer
Repair
5(

DEAR ABBY: A few months ago our son died. Friends
and relatives kept us cornpapy up until the day of the
funeral. Then we were left all alone
'
I know they probably felt that the family wanted to be
alone, which is so untrue, Abby. That was the time when we
needed friends thehnost.
Many would call and ask us to come over. But we didn't
really feel like going out. We aren't the type who would sit
and cry and carry on n front of people. We needed our minds
taken off our grief. Maybe we're different. Would you please
ask your readers who lost someone close if they felt like we
did. Or did they want to be left alone'
ALONE IN ANAHEIM

'Want czn Extension?.

DEAR ALONE: Offhand I'd say you are not different.
Perhaps it will help to let people know that people DO need
people. We share our happiness with our friends. why not our
sorrow?
.e
CONFIDENTIAL TO wiLLIE JAE: Tell him that It's
easy to become a father. It's harder to become • man.

Rebuilt
Reps
605

OPLES /BANK

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Boa grim, tat Asigeles, Cal. ,
MU. For a personal reply picisqs stamped. addressed'
envelope.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely noddies,"
. send Site Abby, Box 5t75e,41as Angeles, Cal. NM.

Foaturint
oPel

Ds you'km to add to your home ... perhaps an extension or a rtew wing? The financing problem can be
bundled in the least painful manner by getting a bank
loan to pay for the job. The loan can be repaid .over a
reriod otycycrrs, monthly,from income while you enjoy
St gadded space in your home. Let's talk this over.
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Bible School .

HAZEL BA
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Miss Phillis Jean Ashbrook

By Abigail Van Buren

Miss Amy Wilson Is
Elected President
Of Student Council

Mr. and Mrs. Coated Netwtou
of Benton Route One are the
Parents of a baby girt, Jullienna
Jane, weighing seven pounds
nine ounces, born on Tuesday.
May 5, at 5:42 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
The new father is employed
at the General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are ° Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence tHenson of Benton Route One Clarence Newton of Benton Route Six, and
Mrs. Irene Dublin of Mayfield.
Great grandparents are Edmond Henson of Benton Route
Five and Mrs. Rosa Henson of
Benton Route One.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen McKenna, 1300 Payne Street, announce
the birth of a baby girl, Kristen
Michele, weighing six pounds
fourteen ounces, born on Tuesday, May 5, at 6:46 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is a student at
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John E. McKenna ancl,Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Brakenbury, all
of Albion, N.Y.
•••
The forest primeval
SALT LICK, Ky.(UPI)--The
Primitive Weapons Hunting Area
in Daniel Boone National Forest
near here is one of the few in the
for longbows,
U.S. reserved
crossbows and muzzle-loading
guns.

"Deco.AU*.
Husband good person
but 'uninterested'

PAGE Fl

Intillani

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

• •

Miss Martha Kay Wallis

Beta Sigma Phi sorority will
meet at the Community Center
at seven p.m.
•••
The Mettle Bell Hays Circle
of the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the
Miss Amy Wilson
church at 7:30 p.m.
• ••
The Cordell& Erwin Circle Of
the South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church is scheduled to meet at the church at
Miss Amy Wilssn, daughter
seven p.m.
•••
of Mr. and Mrs. Owen Wilson,
was installed as President of
The Sigma Department of the
the Murray High School StuMurray Woman's Club will
dent Council in assembly this
meet-at the club house at 7:30
week.
p.m. Hostesses will be MesIn accepting the challenge,
dames Frank Fast, Bobby Gro
Amy reminded the students
gan, Don Keller, and H. W. Wilthat the Student Council was
son.
•••
"your voice, your organization."
•
She asked them to support the
The Theta Department of the
organization and to bring their
Murray Woman's Club will meet
questions and problems to the
at the club house at 7:30 P.m.
representatives. Amy has servHostesses will be Ides4imes
ed on the cpuncil for several
James D. Outland, Loyd P.
years. She is also a memoer of
Jacks, Jimmy Fain, and Ray
Tri-Alpha.
Brcnvnfield.
•• •
Also installed as officers were
Leah Fulton, vice-president,
Tuesday, May 12
Mrs. David Duncan of Monti- daughter of Mr, and Mrs. liea4
As a mission action project
the weekend ry Fulton; Dixie Hook, secremembers of the Dorothy Group cello will spend
tary, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.--,
of the First Baptist Church(with
West ma* B. B. Hook; and Ruth Titsworth,
Crawford,
Charlie
inviting
families
are
WhIS and
treasurer, daughter of Dr. and
a group of foreign students w StreetMrs. Howard Titsworth.
Representatives from each
homeroom will be elected at
the beginning of school next
year.

502 N. 4th Street
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GOSHEN METHODIST
CHURCH
and Third Suadayei
Sunday School .... 10:00
Morning Barrios .... 11 :00
Sociond and Fourth Sundays:
:00
Sunday School ....
1:O0
Worship Service

ram

wow Han - erd

1
,

I

Morning Worship

Maple

9:30 a.m. Wed. Bible Study
7:30 p.m.
WOrshili Serviee
10:46 am.
ST. LBO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Evening Service
401 N. llth Street
790 p.m.
Rs, Magda Mattingly. pester
UNITED PENTACOSTAL
Sunday Masses: S ain 11.a.m. and'
CHURchl
4:30 p.M.
New Concord on Hwy. 444
COLDWATER UNITED
Sunday School
, 10:00 am.
METHODIST CHURCH
Morning Worship ...... 11:0() a.m
Jima likalites. Paster
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
First Sunday
Brainy CREEK BAPTIST
Church School
10:00
Morning Worship .... 11:00 am. Worship Service
11:00
Training Union .
7:00 pin.
Evening Worship .... 3:00 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Worship Service
Evening itervioe

Worship Servioe ..
Training Union

11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship ...

11:00 am.
7.00 p.m

Day, one of the greatest of special days.
take pains to do her homage, to dedicate
to her— with sim;licity and love, the
simplest of things she wants most. Since it
is her day, may the countless details and
careful planning be in strict accord with her
'varied tastes. May we never forget life's

11:00 ant
6:00 p.m.
:30 p.m.

uncertainties, disappointments and failures as

LOCUST GROVE
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Kirksey. Kentucky

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 N. Fifth Street

we make plans to celebrate. May we forget
all the foibles of men and remember her love

'Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
,
unday Night Service . 7:00 p.m.

10:30 am.
7.00 p.m.

America that means Mother. Every

It is a time when men, women, boys and girls

10:00 a.m.
6:30 p.m.

Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
11:00 am. Evening Worship
7:10 p.m.
6:30 p.m
7:30 p.m.
WEST FORE ItAPTITIT

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

is steadfast, sure. Who else can kiss a hurt
and make it well? Who but Mother can

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN

HAZEL BAT TISI CRWSt:11
B. R. Whicheet,r. easter

control the Prodigal's steps? Then honor
Lend a. constant, kind and friendly hand as
you take her to church. It is your Mother's Day.

POPLAR SPRINOS BAPTIST
CHURCH
Route 3 - Pottertown
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
4:30 urn.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
10:46 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
CHUB( H
South 16th end Glendale Road

XT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PRZ4BYTIRIAN CHUR1H
Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Sunday Night Service .. 7:00 par.
HAYMAN CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
tee East Mulberry Streit
Worship Service
Evening Worship • •

(TRACE BAPTIST curses
South Ninth Street

OF THRBIT
106 North 15th Street
Morning Worship .,
Evening Worship

10:30 a.m
6-110 p.m

FIRST PREP TTTTTIAN
' CHURCH
charts* H. Monett. Paster
9:30 a.m
Church School
11:00 am
Service of Worship
BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
107 North Fourth Street
George R. BTTTTTra
Morning Worship ... 11:00 a. m. Watchtower Study ... 10:30 ant
. 6:30 p. m. Bible Lecture Sunday .. 9:30 a m
Evening Worship
Highway 414, New Concord, Ky.

Shady Oaks

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. Max H.Churchill Funeral Home
Phone 753-1319

Kentucky fried Ckicken

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Carroll Tire Service

Kentucky Lake Lodge
Restaurant

Robert Young Wm. E. Dodson

rmotors

See The Old Country Store
la Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Rd. - Rt. 1 Hardin. Ky. — Ph. 492-2266

Famous Fish Dinners
On Hwy. 68 at Aurora

Guy Spann
-,
. i= .. . Real Estate Agency

Grecian Steak House

Claude Vaughn

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., SirlhAn Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloar- Thurs., Chicken • Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753 4419

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Sales i Service
Repairs & Installation — Gas & Sewer
Phone 753-R168
501 N. 4th
.•/''

Adams Ornamental Iron and
Welding

Holiday Restaurant
A Friend

Featuring Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish a Bar-B-0 Ribs
Open All Year — 6:11 a.m. to 9:1111 p.m.
Aurora. Ky. ‘, Phone 474-2228

Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines I Thinsmissions - Radiators
Repaired - A Complete Parts Department
Phone 7534424
605 Maple Street

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities
for Churches, Clubs arid All Social Meetings.
753 38E2
So. Side Manor Shopping Center

The Best Pizza In Kentucky

eiggieg
75 I

Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads

Phone 753-1933

Lassiter Auto Sales .

Meats - Vegetables and Desserts '..
•°
Open Sundays
' Past Service
—Phone 751-2701:1 ---Hivy. 841'North -' --

Phone 753 2121
Pr

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative. Corp.
,

1

29W5

.,
_t4c,,,,,

Heating Sheet Metal Air Conditioning
Phone 7534832
8th at Chestnut

_
Cain & Taylor Gulf Service

.

Used ('ars — Minor Repairs
753-.5862 . Night_ 7fv.i -.1.548

Phone 753-4723

Jobbers of Shell Oil Products
Murray and Mayfield

1 if . •-,1,9,

Indoor Comfort Center
Division of Freed Cotham Co.,
t
c.

Yr
vu 1: ertiliser Needs"

\

Beauty Services To All . . . At School Prices
"We Build Successful Careers"

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

New & Used

A

AAW

North 12th Street

G AND H MOBILE HOMES

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
'vhf All
y,
Murray.

Phone 753-71092

406 No. 4th St.

E. W. Outland, Supt.
Holmes Ellis. Mgr
Phone 753 8220

I

Ezell Beauty School

,
.

Five Points

Grain Division

Southside Restaurant

Tom's Pizza -Palace

Serving Farm Families Since 1136
Phone 753-2924
Industrial Road

Phone 753 2202

Palace Drive-In

Murray Warehouse Corp. Inc.

Lifetime Muffler installation a Service
Tailpipes Made to Order for Cars and Beats
Phone 753-8119
North 4th Street

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

I

Hugh Adams Owner
Portable Service - Custom Wrought Iron
Fabrication and RepairPhone 753-1378
Main di Industrial Road

Beal's Tune-Up & Carburetor
Senrice

Open 6:00 a.m. - Close 12:00 p.m.
South 12th Street — Phone 753-9131

Bowling At Its Best — Fine Food
Street
1415 Mai n Strt

.

641 Super Shell

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Phone 753-7724
518 W %lam
1-,
Residential - Commercial - Farm — Building Lots
and Lake Property — Buying - Selling - Leasing

In 'You

Free Pick-Up and Delivery

Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
753-3251
502 N. 4th St

,

Interested

Bel Air Shopping Center

Shirley Florist

- -\,-

Ambassador - Rebel • Hornet
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points
Phone 753-6448
semsw-

Phone 474-2202

Herman A: Ellis
- J. W. Young

..,

Cain & Treas Motor Sales

That's

Storey's Food Giant.

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. 751-5334

American

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

The (leaner

Murray Livestock Company

Fresh Ky. Lake Fish Dinners
Special Rafe to Church Parties of 15 or Over
Open 7 Days A Week from 5 a.m. to 9 p m.
,11.r}. 68
Ph. 474-2259
Aurora Rd. on,

Phone 753-5209

Boone's Incorporated

$ :rp:1
.4- Buildings
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
"''
In.
1105 Pogue }.
Block E of S 12th Phone 753-1489
Phone 753-1675
621 So. 4th
vwr

'Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Beating Supplies
m
Sales, Parts, Service - Complete
14 E. at Murray Bait Co. Phone 753 3734

The Hitching Post

Mobile Homes Court
Mayfield Highway 121

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine

Milk.& Mack
Authorized Mercury Outboard Motors Dealer
Fiberglass and Aluminum Boat Repair
Sales and Service
W. End Eggner's Ferry - U.S. 68 (Aurora)
Phone 474-2344

(NI

Holiday Inn

• After Church Try Our Sunday Buffett
"It's Finger Likln' Good"
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.10 or More
Phone 753 5986
U.S. Hwy. 641 South
-:- 4h
Try Our Delicious Beef a Ham Sandwich
_..
Call In Orders 753-7101
Sycamore at 12th
lemmusrr

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Cok - /

P P07C,

"The Friendly Funeral Home"
24 Hr. Ambulance Service - Oxygen Equipped
Phone 753-4612
311 No. 4th Street

Massey-Ferguson Sales & Service
Industrial Road

OF

TT

.NIVERSITY (-BURCH

11:00 a.m
7:00 p.m.

am.
arn.

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Fifth and at•ple Streets
Morning Worship
3:46 & 10:60 am.
MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
iiiIRKsEY BAPTIST CHURCH
METHODIST CHURCH
11:00 am
Morning Worship
11:00 am
Worship Service
7'10 p.m
Evening Worship
10:00 a.m
Church School
MEMORIAL 9APTTST CHURCH
Mats Street at 10th
sok lii l'I.E%,%NT CiROVE
2:40 am
Sunday School
METHODIST CHURCH
10:50 a.m. I NITED
Morning Worship
. 10:45 am.
V1
Murrain,:
Evening Worship:
6:110 p.m
6:30 p.m. E.:,<•raing 71,rslon
(Sept -March)
7:30 p.m.
(April-Ang.)
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
NEW .morNT camera,
SERVICES
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Farmer Ave and 17th Street
10:00 am.
11:00 am.
Sunday School
Sunday
11:00 am.
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
School
6:10 p.m. Sunday
Evening Worship
CHURCH
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
7:10 p.m
Evening Worship
10:00 am
.
Sunday School ..
Morning Worship ... 11:00 am
7:10 p.m
Worahlp
Evening
NEW PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
CHURCH
VALLEY
PLEASANT
10 a.m.
Sunday School
OF CHRIST
11 am.
Mornlne Worship
Murray-Pottertown Road
Evening Worship .... 6:30 pm
11 .00 am.
Morning Worship
EIRIESET UNITED
6:80 pm.
Evening Worship
METHODIST CHURCH
Worship Slonsiem:
11:00 a.m & 7:00 p.m
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
CHURCH
15th & Sycamore
CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST
1:00 pm
Sabbath School
CHURCH
2.00 p.m. Sunday School
Worship Service
10 a.m
It am.
Morning Worship
UNION DROVE CHURCH
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
OF CHRIST
10:00 am
Sunday School
10:60 a.m
Worship Service
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
6:30 p.m.
Evening Scrvine
CHURCH
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
15th & Main
OF CHRIST
9:15 a.m.
School
Sunday
Murray-Pottertown Road
10:3,1 a.m.
11 .00 a.m. Morning Worship
Morning Worship
6!00 p.m.
Evening Worship

her with all you have on this Lord's Day.

10:00 a.m.
11:00 am.

Sunday School
Preaching

Borship
11:00 am.
Training Uu.on
•• 11:30 p.m.
Evening V, urshin ..• 780 n.m.

Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Borship

...in

second Sunday in May is Mother's

MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

SINKING SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH

Morning Worsnip
Keen ing Worship

geeond _utiday in May

statmateirsz.

1

IL

10:46 a.m.

'7 eoo

Evezdne worship

Bible School

Worship Hour
Evening Service

11•11111111

OWN PLAIN caracv
OF CHRIST

MURRAY CHRISTIAN
CHURCH

am.
a.m.

LYNN 0110SZ
METHODIST CHURCH
Picot and Third Sundays:
9:46 am
Worship Barrios
THE NAZARENE
10:45 am
Sunday School ....
South 18th and Plainview
Sunday:
a.m.
Fourth
10:00
and
Second
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Sunday School .... 10:00 ant
Morning Worship
am.
11:00
Sento,
WOrahlr(
TEMPLE HILL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
i.".ir
GROUND
.ziCHURCHa..ste
Preaching:
y t.ker.
WITHODUIT CHURCH
First and Third Sundays at 11 am.
Preaching:
a.m.
Ind and 4th Sundays at 9:30
s=day:
Flnli
10:00 am.
.
RUSgELLS CHAPEL
aeh
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH S000nd Sunday:
10:00 am.
....
17001
1
s
y
day
unda
li
sim
Preaching:
: lee ... 11:00 a.m.
berv
ining
ip day
oliun
First and Third Sundays 9:30 a.m. nW
Preaching:
• ,n1
Ind and 4th Sundays at 11 a.m.
Fourth Sunday
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
S'r.'. .... 10:46 am.
Sunday School
Main & Broach Streets
71h & Poplar
9.30 a.m
Sunday School
CHURCH OF cequiter
10:30 a.m
Morning Worship
"2:46 am.
Holy Communion Each Third
al: School
Sand
Sunda) at
Worship Hour .... 10:40 a.m.
6:00
Evening Worship
EHURCH'OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Services held at 15th and Sycamore
NEW CONCORD
10:00 am.
...Sunday School
CHURCH OF CHRIST
CHESTNUT STREET
10:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
TABERNACLE
10 - 60 a
Worship & Preaching
Cherry & Chestnut
' 7:00 PAM
Evening Worship
10:00 A.M.
Sunday School
ELM GROVE
11:00 A.M.
Morning Worship
BAPTIST CHURCH
7:30 P.M. Sunday School
Evening Worship
10:00 a.m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
Worship 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m
CHURCH
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
310 Irian Ave.
CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY
10 AM
Sunday School
SAIWTS
Sunday Evening Worship .. 7 P.M. Meeting held In the white chapel
CHURCH
WEST MURRAY
0000 SHEPHERD UNITED
OF CHRIST
METHODIST CHURCH
South 18th Street
(Formerly New Ness sod
sm
10:110
Wash*
Simday
Sulphur Springs Clorehes)
SAO pm. Church School
10:40 am
Sunder Worship
Worship Service
9:30 am.

arlossaY curasear

Morning Worship
Tra:n ing Union
Evening Worship .

IP1)—The
ling Area
ral Forest
ew in the
ongbows,
e-loading

10:00
11:00 am.

.
Susie's Cafe
National Hotel Building

Lynhurst Rssort

Col. and Mrs. Thomas E. Brown • Owners

on.)

_ r , 3 501.1 _ .
__

a

PhOne 436 2345 or 416 5376

't

•
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MtKRAY., KENTUCKY

FRIDAY - MAY & Hal

Arthur Godfrey Returns To TV Screen With CBS Special
prejudice and discruninanoo program hides a past with a
amoog the headliners on
among white children.
dangerous secret.
Sullivan.
TUESDAY
CBS' movie rescreens "Come
The ABC movie rescreens
"Arthur Godfrey's America- Fly With Me," starring Dolores
1966's "A Man and a Woman."
the Ocean Frontier" on CBS Hart and Hugh O'Brien hi a
preempts "Lancer." Gedfrey comedy about three glsunoeous
MONDAY
The ABC movie rescreens narrates and participates in a airline hostesses.
"Assault on a Queen," starring special centering in Hawaii and "Love American Style" on
dealing with under-sea explore. ABC repeats "Love and the Big
Frank Sinatra.
NBC's movie repeats "Jourte tion.
Leap," "Love and the Good
George Gobel and Lou Rawls Deal" and "Love and The Formey to Shiloh".
the
Red Skelton er Marriage."
Carol Burnett features Flip are guests on
Wilson and singer Vicki Carr. show.
SATURDAY
ABC's documentary "Now" ABC's movie rescreens "The CBS has an American Basexamines an experiment testing Monk," with George Mabaris ketball
playoff
Association
and Janet Leigh.
game.
"NBC's movie rescreens"The
NBC's major league baseball
Lonely Profession," with Harry features the St. Louis - Chicago
Guardia° playing a private de- Cubs game.
tective.
The Preakness horse race at
CBS has the alternate-week
Maryland's Pimlico Track is on
"60 Minutes".
CBS at 4.
WEDNESDAY
ABC repeats "Those IncrediNBC preempts "Kraft Muble Diving Machines" of "The
sic
Hall"
for
America's
Junior
Bowl
5:30 College
11:30 Who. What or Where
Undersea World of Jacques
Miss Pageant finals at Mobile,
600 News, Weather, Sports
Cousteau" documentary 'Series.
11:55 News
Ala,
610 World Of Disney
It deals with the equipment
12:00 Noon Show
"The Johnny Cash Show" on used in exploring ocean
7:30 Bill Cosby
lepths.
1:00 Days Of Our Lives
ABC features Marty Robbins, "The Stooge" of
8:00 Bonanza
1964 is re1:30 Doctors
Roy
Acuff,
Tex
Ritter,
the
EverOnes
Bold
9:00
screened on NBC's movie. Dean
2:00 Another World - Bay City ly Brothers and
the Nashville Martin and Jerry Lewis
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
in a
2:30 To Tell The Truth
Brass.
10:30 Johnny Carson
comedy about a song-and-dance
3:00 Another World - Somerset
"The Engelbert Humperdlack
man who gains success working
3:30 Star Trek
Stew" on ABC features LiborMONDAY
with a stooge who seeks equal
4:30 Young Country
ace, Allan Drake and Fay Itc- billing.
5:25 Weather
Kaye,
6:00 Morning Show
CBS preempts "Mannix" with
5:30 News
NBC's "Then Came Bronson" a 90-minute report on
7:00 Today
finals of
Sports
Weather,
6:00 News,
"A
Fickin.
and A Siginl.„ the Miss U.S.A. beauty
Is
9:00 It Takes Two
pageant
6:30 My World
Bronson enters a roadbouse in Miami Beach, Fla.
9:25 Nevis
7:00 Laugh-In
musicial
contest.
9:30 Cencentration
8:00 Movie "Journey toShiloh"
"Hawaii Five-0" on CBS re10:00 Sale Of The Century
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
peaLs an episode in which a dis- For the birds
10:30 Hollywood Squares
Carson
Johnny
10:30
honest poker game causes a
11:00 Jeopardy
12:00 Avengers
INGAP(1111.:
7•••ingahoneymooner to lose his life.
pore is trying to lure song birds
THURSDAY
ABC's "Animal World" has out of the jun0e. Piith urban"Looney Gooney," a study of izatioi. singing bicils lune taken
the peculiar gooney bird of Mid- refuge in thick forests._ /ruithologists now are i•reating bird
way Island.
sanctuaries in place: like the
"The
Jim
Nabors
Hour"
on
8:00 Glen Campbell Show
12:30 As The World Turns
CBS repeats a show featuring Botanic 1;ardens. King Ceorge %00 Mission: Impossible
1:00 Love Is Splendored Thing Rock Hudson and the musical Park and other parks. in the
10:00 Weekend Report
1:30 The Guiding Light
group known as Beverlee & hope the birds will return.
10:30 Sports
2:00 The Secret Storm
Sidro
with the Sneakers.
Show
10:35 Mery Griffin
2:30 The F4ge Of Night
"Eye of the Hurricane" is the
12:00 Sign Off
3:00 Gomer Pyle
"Ironside" reprise on NBC at
3:30 Gilligan's Island
7:30.
,MONDAY
4:00 Movie "Return Of OctoCBS' movies screens "Hotel
ber"
5:45 Country Journal
Paradiso," starring Gina Lobo5:25 Weather
6:00 News
brigida, Alec Guinness and RobCORNING-WARE
5:30 News
6:30 Jake Hess
ert Morley in a turn-of-the-cen6:00
Weather,
News,
Sports
6:55 Morning watch
tury amatory farce.
6:30 Gunsmoke
8:00 Captain Kangaroo
Williani Shatner and Carol
'7:30 Here's Lucy
,Lawrence are guests in the re0:00 Andy Of Mayberry
8:00 Mayberry RFD
0:30 Love Of Life
peated "Shattered Idol" for
ABC's "Faris 7000."
1:00 Where Heart Is - News 8:30 Doris Day Show
9:00
Carol
Burnett
1:30 Search For Tomorrow
Dean Martin's guests on NBC
Weather,
News,
10:00
Sports
are Gina Lollobrigida, Orson
2:00 News
Grin
Mery
Show
10:30
Welles, George Gobel and Char105 Old Time Singing Lonveo12:00 Sign Off
tion
les Nelson Reilly.
FRIDAY
IT Covered Skille
"The Prisoner Within" is enqt. Covered Baking DisI
cored for NBC's "The Name of
Limited Time On,, Feb 22.May 30. 1970
The Game." An Army officer in
STARKS HARDWARE
charge of an anti-brain-washing
1:00 Newlywed Game
7:00 The FBI
1:30 Dating Game
ti:00 Movie "Strange Bedfell2:00 General Hospital
owss'
2:30 One Life To Live
10:00 News
3:00 Dark Shadows
10:15 Movie "Man & A Woman"
3:30 Beverly Hillbillies
12:15 News
4:00 Lucy Show
4:30 Real McCoys
MONDAY
5:00 News
5:30 Dick Van pyke
6:30 McHale's Navy
6:00 News, Weather, Sports
7:00 Bow's Big Top
6:30 It Takes A Thief
9:00 Barbara Moore Show
A
9:30 He Said - She Said
7:30 Movie "Assault On
10:00 Bewitched
Queen"
10:30 That Girl
9:30 Now
11:00 Best Of Everything
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
11:30 A World Apart
10:30 Movie "Rains of R anchipur,,
12:00 All My Children
12:30 Let's Make A Deal
12:15 Dick Cavett Show

so- America's Junior Miss Pageant on Wednesday.
NEW YORK (UPI)- Arthur
Highlights
SUNnAY
Godfrey (remember him?) is
back on CBS-TV Tuesday with
a coe-bmir special centering on CBS has a Stanley Cup playoff game of the National Hockundersea exploration.
The same network next Satur- ey League.
day offers a playoff game of ABC airs satellite coverage of
the American Basketball Asso- the Grand Prix of Monaco auto
elation, the running of the race and the late holes of the
Preakness horse race and the final round of the Houstoo
Miss U.S.A. beauty pageant. (Tex.) Champions golf tourney.
Comedian George Carlin and
NBC has a beat* special al- the vocalliing Jackson
Five are
By JACK GAVER
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Tired of Your Own Cooking?
come To

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
LAKE CATFISH
KY.
FRESH
*
* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
(Call For Reservations)
Private Dining Room
7 Days a Week
p.m.
10
a.m.
to
6
- J. C. GALLIMORE -

FOLLOW SAIOREY'S RULES

ALWAYS hold
matches till cold.

TELEVISION SCHEDUIE

WSN-TV Schedule
SUNDAY
7:05
7:15
7:30
8:00
&30
10:00
10:30

WOO
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
200
3:45
4:00
4:30
5:00

Farm Digest
Washington Report
Day of Discovery
Gospel Country
Movie "The Devil's Disciple"
This Is The Life
Herald Of Truth
Community Worship
Insight
Meet The Press
Guideline
Wild Kingdom
Sound Of Youth
Movie "The Angry Breed"
Sportsman's Holiday
Mister Roberts
In Which We Live
Frank McGee Report

VILAC-TV Schedule
SUNDAY
6:30 Sunrise Semester
7:00 Tom & Jerry
7:30 Batman
6:00 Carl Tipton Show
8:30 Heaven's Jubilee
9:30 Look Up & Live
10:00 Faith For Today
10:30 The Answer
11:00 Pattern For Living
11:30 Face The Nation
12:00 Navy Underway For Peace
12:30 Make Room For Daddy
1:00 Stanley Cup Playoff
3:30 Wild River
4:00 Southern 500
*30 Spetkknen
5:00 Report
5:30 News
*00 Lassie
*30 To Rome With Love
7:00 Ed Sullivan Show

6:30 Agriculture Science InAction
7:00 Know Yogr Bible
7:30 House Of Worship
6:00 Oral Roberts Presents
6:30 America Sings
9:00 Cathedral Of Tomorrow
10:00 Musical Hart Family
10:30 Discovery '70
11:00 The world Tomorrow
11:30 Oak Ridge Boys
12:00 At Issue
12:30 Issues & Answers
1:00 Roller Derby
2:00 Baseball - St. Louis, vs.
Atlanta
4:00 Movie "The Day The Earth
Stood Still"
6:00 Land Of The Giants

Channel 5

"ON THE C
Um of the
University
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Quasar

COLOR TV

THE U.
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Reparts cm
United Natio]
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July 9, indicts
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year of the
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by MOTOROLA
WITH THE WORKS IN A DRAWER
23" picture, measured diagonally; 295 sq. in.
, I ,i4trale0

stfrulated Cernonstfal.On

Call Us For

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION

SPECIAL OFFER

Factory Authorized Service
Good Stock of Used TVs and Rotors

Bake 'n Fry Set
$888

TV Schedul
SUNDAY

Channel 4

Serving Murray, Hazel and Puryear

HAZEL T.V.

Channel

WAYLAND PERRY - OWNER

PHONE 19241671

ANOTHER COMMUNITY SERVICE!

A SPECTACULAR TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE SERIES, THE CANADIAN FAR WEST BY DON COOPER
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM
THURSDAY MAY 14 1:30 P.M.

•

"THE CANADIAN FAR WEST"

Hanna Exterior Acrylic
Late\ paint
lives outdoors
... defies the burning sun,
•

Resists
And, it, not afraid
;1.aint o'er dame

MR.
tstA

tames the bitter cold,
shrugs off moisture.

*1

CANADIAN ROCKIES

in..ough

CLIP TICKET AND ATTEND- DON'T MISS THIS TRAVELOGUE
*****************************t

On Stage Narrator
DON COOPER

• FREE TICKET FOR YOUR WHOLE FAMILY! 4
•
TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE SERIES
Courtesy Of Your Local

CO-SPONSOR

•

Murray Bra

The
Outsider
104 Maple St.

Get a can:aHannp .

(C.
hanntis

4110
MURRAY
LUMBER CO.
' /53-3161

Hoak insvi/le Federal.
'Savings & Lxin Assn.
304 E. Ma in

FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN BRANCH
304 E. Main Street

•

Co-Sponsor GAMMA THETA UPSILON
Honor Society in Geography
Don't Miss This Trail/Wombat
"THE CANADIAN FAR WLI
Thursday. May 14 7.30 p.m .

•
it

111

it
•
•

CO-SPONSOR
Opsilon
Honor Society In Geography
Murray State University

6amma Theta

MURRAY STATE t11010ERIRTY AUDITORIUM *
**************•*********44

FREE DOOR PRIZE — QUALITY STAINLESS TABLEWARE
GET ADDIT IONA!. FREE T ICKETS FROM US!

Murray Branch
Hopkinsville federal Savings and Loan Assn.
PHONE 753-7921 (Contact Bruce Thomas

Or

Helen Folej%). 304 E. Main,.

'
S
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Solid Waste Management
Meeting Set At Kenlake
A solid waste management me- Boerne; TVA, Robert Howse;Soil
eting will be held at Kentucky Conservation Service, Robert
Dam Village State Park on May Brown; Farmers Home Administration, Guy Warren;Cooperative
n.
City and county officials, deve- Extension Service, Woodrow Coolopment groups, civic and ser- ts, Purchase Area Development
vice clubs, federal and state District, Leon Smith; planning,
agencies and other interested Stanley H edick; engineering,
organizations and persons are Gene Hatfield; equipment, Arch
invited to attend the Purchase Kleet; institutions, Dr. James
eight county meeting according Shrewsburg.
The eight county session is joito Woodrow Coots, University
of Kentucky resource develop- ntly sponsored by the Permyrilement specialist and chairman Purchase District Agency Deveof the program planing comm- lopment Committee, Purchase
ittee, The meeting will start at Area Development District and
10:00 A.M. in the community Purchase Area Comprehensive
center auditorium and will close Health Planning Council in cooperation with the Kentucky Develat 3:00 P.M.
The program will include pre- opment Committee. Members of
sentations and discussions on the plata% committee in addiwaste collection and dis- tion to Coots include Leon Smith,
solid
fac"Clean
Campus"
the
call
must
what
might
be
you
"ON THE OTHER HAND . . ." —This
on
posal and will relate to the sit- executive director of the developDgerassaigss-- Defense Secretary Melvin Laird and his limousine seem a bit defenseless
tion of the "Students for an Orderly Society" as they gather up papers at Carnegie-Mellon
uation in the Purchase counties; meat district; Charles J. Baugh,
being stopped by an American University student giving out anti-war literature. Laird was
University of Pittsburgh after mob of their rioting classmates broke windows of the ROTC
need for action; legal and tech- chairman of area health council;
on his way to a White House breakfast talk with President Nixon.
Department and cleaned it out.
nical aspects, cost factors; what Joel Ellington, chairman of discan be done to secure commu- trict agency development commito heap praise on a roam respon- nity action; activities and assis- ttee and Hewlett Cooper, area
Land
sible for unnzaki misery among tance available through federal health educator.
A
availbe
will
buffet
luncheon
organizatioagencies,
hundreds of millions of human and state
Transfers
beings. The man U That hail- ns and groups. A movie will be able at noon. Cooper will preside
the
at
meeting.
ed as a "prominent humanist" shown along with exhibits on
Vester Orr and Myra Orr to
butchered or nerved his opposi- solid waste management.
By Thurman Sensing
Edgard L. Rowland and Joye
tion in Russia, condemned and
Principal speakers will incluN. Holstead; lot on South 12*
dismissed =Mita% and direct- de: County Judge Robert Miller,
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Street
ed a terrorist and torture cam- Murray; Sam Johnson and Willi- NEWS CONFERENCE
The Tappan Company, Mans- Williamsport, Pennsylvania.
L. D. Miller, Jr., and Frances field, Ohio based major appliance
paign against anti-communists. am Holland, State Department of
At the same time, J. L. RadCouncil
Southern States Industrial
Miller to James Gradie Stubble- and cabinet manufacturer announ- cliffe 49, Manager Of Research
Lenin, with Adolph Hitler, was Health, Frankfort; Dean David
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Pr
one of the principal authors of Blythe, University of Kentucky Went Nixon will hold a n
field and Lola Frances Stubble- ced Monday the retirement, eff- and Product Development at Kemthe misery, violence awl horror College of Engineering, Lexing- conference Friday, his seco field; 3.873 acres on Freeland ective September 1, 1970, of per in Richmond, Indiana, isproGenin the 20tb century. He cared ton; Mrs. Houston McNutt, Padu- of the year and first since he Mill-Concord Road,
POLLUTION AND PROTEST
Arthur D. Wenger President of moted to Vice President and
nothing for "human rights" or cah. Participants in a panel dis- announced sending troops into Charles B. Stark and Lou Ellen
Quaker Maid Division, in keep- eral Manager at Kemper's Williany other type of rights. His cussion on the subject of what Cambodia.
2int1
inStark to Jerry Pat Stark;/
ing with the Company's normal amsport operation. Coveney
THII U. H. YOUTH,
from these nations should be career was one of trying to ob- we can do to help include: Public
No time was set, but Press erest in part of property in retirement program. Mrs.Grace dicated Messrs. Brooks and RadASSEMBLY
"fundamental free- health, R. L. Cooper; civic or- Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler Calloway County.
admitted to the United States. literate
E. Wenger, who served as Vice cliffe would begin phasing into
&porta on planning for the Indeed, the Nixon administra- doms?'
Bill Peak; clean up- said he assumed the news F. S. Hunter and Olive H. Hun- President of the Quaker Maid their new responsibilities about
ganizations,
United Nations World Youth Upon should make it plan at the In his speech at Tampere, U
beautification, Ms. Abram Allen, conference mulct be televised.'ter to Jerry M. Berry, Marjorie Company, retires at the same June 1.
Amenably, scheduled to open earliest passible chte that these Thant allowed his true colors Jr.; tourism development, F. E.
M. Berry, James S. Berry, and time.
Coveney said The Tappan Com-July 9, indicate that it will be youthful propsgaixtiats will not and indicated where his symClaudia H. Berry; lot in Panor- W. R. Tappan, President of pany is now the country's leading
a forum for satiAmerican rev- be permitted to set foot on pathies lie. The speech explains
ama Shores.
The Tappan Company, announc- manufacturer of cabinets and vanolutionaries and a scene of tur- American mil to alms this Why he has been so bitterly
Gerald H. Richerson to Pen- ed also that E. L. Coveney, ities, and that the cabinet group,
country in the halls of the U. N. anti-American over the years,
bulent diessiL
tecostal Church of God of Amer- President of the Kemper Bro- with combined manufacturing facnever missing a chance to use
The Youth Aasembly is sup- building
ica, Inc., Joplin, Mo., jointly thers Division, will enlarge his ilities of over 900,000 square
the
U.
an
N.
Other
as
reports regarding As.
instrument apalmed to be pert of the caw
with trustees and their success- scope of activities to head up feet has substantial growth oppplanning reveal the gainst • the United States and
bration of the 25th anniversary
First Pentecostal Church of a cabinet group comprised of ortunities.
ors
year of the U. N. It is likely, character of the forthcoming other free world, capitalist nnknown as Chestnut Street Quaker Maid, at Leesport, PennGod
Tappan noted with deep appa
however, that the proceedings meeting. For example, there tams. For Americana to loin
Tabernacle of Murray; 2.53 acres sylvania; Kemper at Richmond, reciation, the contribution made
only deepen U. S. public will be no rules about voting, with U Thant in "celebration"
on Murray and Hazel Highway. Indiana; and Kemper at William- by Mr. and Mrs. Wenger, in fouwith a body which pro- so communist stemmata are like- oil the U. N. would amount to
Sycamore Square Apartments sport, Pennsylvania.
nding Quaker Maid as a custom
strife, not peace, and ly to rig the outcome of every hailing a man and am organizaS. Sams and
Inc.,
William
to
operation, and bringing
Coveney
cabinet
tion
connection,
resolution.
by
dedicated
to
the
Asked
this
press
downgrading
In
entagoni&
is profoundly
Margaret H. Sams; lot in Holly
announced the promotion of H. J. it to a highly successful level of
to the interests of the whether there would be any the United States of America
Bush Subdivision.
manufacturing
rules against four-letter words and the values on which it is
Brooks, to Vice President and marketing and
PeePleBeulah Broach to Corbett Lee General Manager ofQuaker Maid. competence. He said the entire
Ironically, the Youth Assen- during the proceeding', Hr. built.
Reagan of Kennett, Mo; property
If the Youth Aasemlay does
ts being planned by Fran. Pouliot said "None." That
Brooks, 42, is presently Vice Tappan organization joined him
near South 16th and Cardinal President and General Manager in wishing the Wengers along and
L. Pouliot, a 29-year-old means the world is likely to be any goad at all it may be in
Drive.
ulh." This fits in with the treated to another spectacle of the way of causing U. S. taxof Kemper Djvistoo'aara*isissat "Amami.retirement.
Affidavit of descent of John
pattern of "youth" as' obscene protest such as MR in- payers to take a new at their
R.
zze
Singleton, died October
in which "students" famous Chicago 7 put on at funding of the oi-ganization.
1955, to 011ie Mae Singleton,
may be in then late twenties their trial in federal court in This year American taxpayers
041111W 041111111.00111WoiMMoi
Mary V. Rowland, Robert E.
will contribute $110 million to
Chicago this past waiter.
„41.110 4111. 411.110
and even their thirties.
The
David
the
very
U.
SingN.
John
idea
The
S.
of
U.
and
is
Singleton,
celebrating
providthe
up
picks
While Cache Sam
leton.
biggest share of the U .N. tab, the 25th anniversary of the ing about 40 per cent of the
Robert E. Singleton and Mary
the arrangements for the meet- United Nations, whether by U. N. budget and getting about
V. Singleton Rowland to John
ing are clearly rigged against youths or adults, is offensive 90 per cent of the U. N. atNow Serving . . .
David Singleton; property in Cathe United States and other free to many citizens. This lies. tin= in return.
If the Youth Asernibly turns
lloway County.
world countries. In mid-April, it penally true in view of the re* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
John David Singleton to Robert
was diecloaed that U. N. of- cent statements of United N.- out as expected, the public
COUNTRY HAM - STEAKS
E. Singleton and Edrie N. Singficials, charged with making ar- thins Secretary General U Thaw may demand that the U. S. stoP
leton of Paducah; property in
raignments for the Assembly, at a U. N. conference In Tam- paying altogether. There is no
-had agreed to imam 126 invita- pere, Fintaaxi. Speaking short- sense in Americans paying for
Calloway County.
tions to go to such nonmember ly before the went an organization that abuses
Karl Rex Joyce and Velda B.
them
and
seeks the downfall.
states as Communist China, Nor of the Lenin anniversary cele
Joyce to Donnie Ray White and
of
the
republic.
th Vietnam and East Germany. bration, U Thant described
Betty S. White of Sikeston, Mo.;
the
It is obvious what such zepre- brutal author of the
lot in Center Ridge Subdivision.
Soviet
toTake MOM Out to Dinner on
sentatives will do if they are talitarian
Joe H. Allbritten to Gloria
system, V. L
permitted to enter the United es an
propin
G.
interest
2
1
/
Allbritten;
CAMPAIGN
Mother's Day...
CLEANUP
"outstanding
scholar and
States to attend the Youth Aserty on North 6th Street and in
the Whole Family!
Bring
sembly. They will use the sea prominent human" who help • Pl'I'TSFIELD, Mass. (UN)—
Meadow Lane Subdivision.
shoos at the U. N. to make pro- ed advance "human rights and
Will Be Serving . . .
We
National
Agricultural
The First
paganda war against the Unit- fundimmental freedoms?'
Bank has begun a campaign to
ed States mei its allies. Ina&
-I he sa,.. grouse is Wyoming s
It is profcimdly Hacking that
local environment
much as the United States has the operating head of the Unit- clean up the
argest arid most vkitiely
for each
penny
a
offering
by
no diplomatic dealings with ed Nations, which is supposed
I led na e bird.
turned into the
these notions, and as they are to be dedicated to peiace and bottle and can
* *
bank.
bitter enemies of free peoples,
would ume the occaONE FOR THE NATIONAL GUARD—After wild demonbeen
"SCORE
has
response
The
there is no reason why delegates sion of a -UNESCO confamooe
Taunts. the bull. is the second
, trations on the University of Maryland campus in College
overwhelming so far, with
e A.M. t• le r.st.— 7 Days A Week
gn of the zodia, .
Park, National Guard seems to have situation well in hawk
nearly 200,000 bottles and cans
J. C. GALLIMORI
deposited at the bank's main
in
branches
4=10.o 41111110()IN.o.011010. inino• ilMlo a41.4
0
MI.
at
411.110o
and
office here
MR. FARMER:
Great
and
Adams
North
PLANTING QUALITY SEED
Barrington.

President Of Quaker Maid
Division Of Tappan Retiring

SENSING THE NEWS

HAZEL CAFE

*
RUM Y. LAKE CATFISH DINNERS

I

MOTHER'S DAY
DINNER

DOESN'T COST

IT PAYSI

STU LL

Holland sells 4 billion tulip
bulbs a year all over the world.
*
The first !population count by
the Census Bureau took place in
1 790.

Daybook of America "i13°C.TAIRNNTiAlFr

•

lo Thomas Adams of New Kent
County. Virginia, wrote in 1770
to his London agents, concerning hogsheads
of tobacco consigned them. He added, "The
enclosed letter is from my much esteemed
friend Thomas Jefferson, Esq There is no
man living who I wish more to oblige, and
I thinintiete is ,none of greater merit. He is
a Counsellor at law A a shining ornament to
it. If you can supply his friend Mr. Ogilvie
with a little money — any way contribute to
forwarding his ordination, it will be laying
Mr. Jefferson & many others under lasting
obligations. The good word of a respectable
clergyman has great weight in his parish

No.,Ju

HYBRIDS

now . ."
In 1770, Counsellor Jefferson was 271
Lieutenant for Albermarle County, and mem
tier of the House of Burgesses--his first
public offices. He was courting a rich young
widow, Martha IA'ayles Skelton. and haying
a new home built atop a hill near Charlottesville, with extensive quarters close by
for slaves, stables, plantation workshops.
That autumn he wrote with a flourish in
an account book. "Moved to Monticello," and
told a friend via letter, 41 have here but
one room, which, like Owl cobbler's, serves
me for parlour, for kltchei and hall. I may
add, for bedchamber and study too . . ."
H o w Monticello,
his stature as a
statesman, and a
new republic were
to be erected, are
recalled afresh in
Thomas Jefferson
and the New Nation,'
by Merrill D. Peterson (Oxford University Press).
1-1 ONginal elevation of Monticello
mansion as drawn
by Jefferson, shows
two porticoes. There
, were endless alterations. "Architecture
is my delight, and
• putting up and pulling down one of my
favorite amusements." he confessed.

Stulls Hybrid Won The Kentucky
Corn Derby Again!
Highest official yields in 5 acre division ever checked by the University of Kentucky.
We have all varieties and sizes available with plates
furnished.
SEE YOUR LOCAL STULL DEALER

ELLIS POPCORN
12th & Chestnut

Murray. Ky.

Not
MOST WANTED"
lp for his riot and
arson trial in Ellicott City*.
Md , puts H. Bap Brown
above on the FBI's list of
"Ten Most Wanted EugitiyeC at large The 26-yearo4its real name. is Hilbert
Gerold Brown

4-

showing

Copyright C

lark KInnaird.

Distributed

by King reiturf3.Syndicate

The people we lend money to
tell us whawt to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody olse. And the people who borrow
in PCA. That way, they tell us
hat to do They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
Its a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need and use —our service. So we
know all about their special fhoney needs
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
merit( :II bills, educational expenses
•-•
^3 And we know how to tailor repayment profivicit, grams to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs—any sea. son of the year - with a seasoned money
• pro the mart at PCA

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Managev
Phone 75.3 5642
.1.15 Not U. Itti

a
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PRECAUTIONS WASTED

MEMORIAL SERVICE

FRIDAY — MAY 8. 1970

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
NOTICE

NOTICB

MIMICS

LONG BEACH,' Calif. (UPI)
HOLLYWOOD (UPI).- Eight
—
persons participated in a brief Authorities sealed off a twomemorial service Wednesday at block area and closed all
the mausoleum crypt of R. businesses when a pint of liquid
dolph Valentino, marking the found in a young woman's
silent screen idol's 75th birth- refrigerator was believed to be
pure nitroglycerine strong enday.
ough to blow up four city
blocks.
Members of the small group
were not from the movie
Miss Jackie Semay, 22, said a
industry, but representatives oi
a newly organized Valentino friend gave her the substance
Society, a fan club established when she had to drive home
nearly 44 years after the death alone late at night and told her
If anyone bothered her, to
of the screen lover.
throw it at them.
Vaughn Avant, founder of the
club, said in a brief eulogy Chemists analyzed the submost stance Wednesday.
was "the
Valentino
romantic personality the scree
It was glue.
has ever prodeced."

—

PAGE
AUTOS FOR IIALS

NOT=

NOTICE

"Tell Mom You Love Her"
with a beautiful potted

TAYLOR
MADE
DEALS

MOTHER'S DAY
BUFFET

ROSE BUSH
from

SHIRLEY'S GREENHOUSES

RIM

500 N. 4th Street

L
Al
o

11:30 - 1:30
MAY 10111

NWIRIMMAIRSMRSIMMINV
Amazing Low Price on the All New
Smooth Running

1949 ELECTRA
4-door hardtop, custom, one
owner, new car bade in, *Sway power seats, power windows, beige, brown vinyl top.
-newt Murray car. Low mile$4475
age

HOLIDAY INN

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
in

AURORA, KENTUCKY

IMM

As a result of an increase of local calling scope in the
Aurora. Kentucky, exchange and in accordance withtthe state-wide rate schedule approved by the Public Service
Commission of Kentucky, the South Central Bell Telephone Company will put into effect the following rates for
local exchange telephone service to be effective beginning with the billing period of May 20, 1970. These rates
are subject to applicable Federal and State taxes and
present mileage or zone charges.

o

C

Corner of 6th & Main

6
7

2-Party
Line

4-Party
Line

Rural
Una

$t.00 .

Business
$10.25
Residence ___ 4.55

$5.25
3.40

3.80

a
9
10
10
11
11
12
12
1
3
4
4

South Central Bell
Telephone Company

sfe

RUTOS PO! SALM

AUTOS FOR SALM

NEW DATSUM

1962.CHEVRourr two door
hardtop, automatic, bucket seats.
84,000 actual miles. Private ownM4-C
er. Phone 783-4000.

Phone 753-5862

44

CASH & CARRY

Lowest temperature ever reItaly , like Japan, lies along an
corded in Texas Was 2:1 degrees
below zero in Tuba. Feb. 12, 'earthqualle belt.* * *
1899.
*

S

*

New load throw rugs, runners, ems rugs. Also pieces
for boats and campers, hails,
baths, Perches, $2.99 sq. yd.
and up, vital, it lasts.

About 80 per cent of the popa state ulation of the island of Cyprus is
Creek and 18 per cent Turkish.

California be, JIM
ept. 9, 1850.

* * *

Most of the 2 or 3 million inThe average annual salary for
classroom teachers in Mississippi habitants of Laos are farmers.
is $5,8.0. lowest in the nation.

PASCHALL'S
DISCOUNT HOUSE
Hazel, Kentucky
Phone 49247E1
11-0-P

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts.

TRADE-INS
1989 DATSUN 4-door Station
Wagon, audio,' automatic and Mx. Save $1,000

JNOER

1988 CHRYSLER Newport, four
door, all poem, air conditioned, good tires, good conditiom
Looal car. Phone 7534024 or
1144
7534881.

1969 DATSUle. loor Sedan,
7,001S01.0. Nice, $1,495.0.7

1987 FAIRLANE convertible.
M441
Phone 753-2907.

1983 VOLKSWAGEN, radio.
Spec! $1115.00

1967 FORD Club Wagon van.
Good conditkm. $075.00. Phone
M44'
438-5880.

1985

ThE
PGOL
7A5LE!

-4046000411006-'
by Ernie Busluniller

Nancy
10:
11:
11:
12:
12:
1:
2:

MAYBE THIS
ICE BAG WILL
HELP MY
HEADACHE

(AND NOW FOR
THE WORLD
NEWS

4:.

vICTNAM
S

CHINA
CAMBOD IA
Russ/THAILAND
A

///

mAy-8
•••• s

&MCA

4-door, good
condition, real gas saver, $350.00.

1968 VOLKSW,VEN, nice.
radic c.,.011-'' tape player,

6:

YOU NEED THIS
MORE THAN I no

1906 DATSUN '1600" Sports
oar, $1,195.00.
1989 DATSUN "2000" Roadster 5-speed, 135 H. P.,
Rag wheels. "The Hot
One". Save $1,200.00.
1963 DODGY 3 Trier:woe
tatirs.50r; $95.00.
1963 SCOUT, 4-whelei drive.
$745.00.
1966 DATSUN pickup, up to
30 m. p. g. "the Little
Hustler", $795.00.

suEz

1964 PLYMOUTH Belvedere
Station Wagon, automatic with air, $745.00.
1970 DATSUN pick-up, 98
horsepower
overhead
oam engine, only 5000
miles, full new car SWranty. Save.

•
LASSITER-MCKINNEY

by R. Van Buren

Abbie 'N Slats

DATSUN
"Open Evenings"

_IEL_LI

'PEARS THAT WAY.
HiAwATHA QUESTION IS
SOW MANY M/SH-A-M.45141./AM tNDANS ARE
THERE ARouND )

AM I THE FIRST
5TuDENT
ARRIvE ?

THIS SURE 15 A COOL CAMPUS'
'COUSIN
NAME IS HE - WNO
DANCES-ON-A -01/0E OR
DIME FOR SHORT.

1965 CHLITROLIT Malibu, super sport, 327, few-weed. Excellent condition. Phone 753
11414
8124 after 600 p. m.

1969 DATSUN 4-door Station
Wagon,4,500 miles, nevi
warranty. Only
cz.r
$1,895.00.

1988 SIMCA 4-door. Real economy tnanaportation,
$595.00.

7:
7:

1966 GS 400 BUICK
Red, 4opeed, Kentucky byp,
$1675.
bucket seats.
1969 OPEL WAGON
Kentucky My, beige, new
$1675
car trade in

ml4c
Individual
Line

1969 IMPALA Custom Coupe
2-door hardtop, V-8, power
steering, power brakes, 350
turbo • hydramatic, factory
$21175
air.

Hwy.641 S.
For Reservations
Phone 753-5986

CAIN & TAYLOR GULF STATION

$10 Sycamore

Ph. 753-7114

The feast of the Ascension is
the 40th -day after Faster.
* * *

There are more than 175
species of the aster.
* * *

in PI
that
distr
prop
to fii

1965 CHRYSLER
4-doce, Kedaacky tagi,
$1475
Loaded.
1947 MUSTANG
Kentucky tags, blue, new car
$1475
trade in, V-8.
1966 $S 396 CHEVILLI
Blue, Kentucky tags, buckets,
4-speed. Hot rod type of
$1475
04W.
1966 IMPALA
44aor herding). power tearing, power brakes, factory
ale, new oar trade in. Silver,
black vinyl top, automatic,
Kentucky tags.
$1475.
1965 GTO
Convertible, Kentucky tags,
4-speed, dark blue. __ $1775

1964 IMPALA
4-door sedan, V4, power1981 MERCURY four door, six. glide, one owner, new car
automatic. Good fishing car, trade in, Kentucky tags,
$125.00. name 753-0060. 11-114, white, factory air. ___ $975
1983 CHEVROLET convertible. 1963 IMPALA
$550.00, or bet affair. Can be 4-cloor sedan, power etseen at 415 Meth 4th Street.
power brakes, factory
11-11,P at, 32/7 V-8, white, Kentucky
$975
Wet
1984 FORD ?airline, claim
good condition, $400.00 or doe1965 FORD
offer. Phone 7534020.
4-door, white, Kentucky tags,
1141-C
power steering, automatic
$875
1987 CHEVELLE, Super Sport,
excellent
new
Urm,
goid. wags,
1964 PLYMOUT14
condition. Phone 4354741.
2-door hardtop, black, V-8,
11(41-F standard ohm
$775
1985 CHEVROLET van. Phone
1964 CHEVELLE MALIBU
7534380.
11-11-C
2-door hardtop, black
Kentucky tags. This
DUNE BUGGY. Beautiful red
car is an the rough aide.
met::1 lake, Calif. b:dy, tcp and
$675
side curtain, meg wheels, newly rebuilt engine. Good condi1962 BUICK Special
Um. Puryear 247-3247. 11-11-C
Kentucky tags, white, V-8,
automatic
$675
1960 DODGE Dart, reel good
tires, new battery. Inspected.
1960 BUICK Invicta
Runs good, $100.00 Phone 753Local Murray au, one own=3 after 5 p. m.
11-11-C
er, Kentucky tags, beige, factory air, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, new
car trade in. High lot the
Oar, not for the modaL
$575
CASH $ CARRY
1963 IMPALA
2400r hereby, Kentucky
Big Bargain Pile of Carnal
tags, maroon, V-8. ___ $475
1960 COMET
Some tag, some cut pile.
4-door, Kentucky tags, whits,
some commercial type, Hinew oar trade in. ____ $735
Density rubber but lots of
pattern types. Big ROOM Mies,
1962 PONTIAC
remnants, cutoffs, some full
Convertible, V-8, power steerrolls. Values to $8.95 sq. yd.
ing, power brakes, automatic.
elsewhere. Our prim only
white.
$275
82.99 sq. yd. for anything in
Plle1960 OPEL
Wagon, green.
$275

4-

speed,

PASCHALL'S

Mac Fitts

DISCOUNT MIOUSII

BY OS
Wick I
down
loan. P

LARGE
brick h
.d lot
Three 1
elceet
gloom
tonna
family
Kitchen
able Ti
cabinet
two ea
almond
beat al
shown 1
MT&

bekt
ran a
hall ea
bathe, 1
dieing I
owned
In mai
&wood
PM%
sapid 1

Wu
lap of

FltAME
owner.
by app
753-2581

ONE is
veneer
$15,000
ONE, e
enema ;
$4200.0
A-FRA1
on wet
00.
NICE
MDR S
age, Pg
AT Par
shady
with to
$4500.01
WE IL
Fassorei
ins En
no doss
FOR .4
needs
JOHNS
SboPPit
Phone

KENIAI
(80' x
water.
for lot
for mol
formath
436-532C

VS
WANT
house,
8485.

Charlie Jenictes

Hanel Kentucky
Phone 492-9733

SEAI

J. H. (Hardiman) Nix
114-F

The Ilimiston Astrodome has
4,5% skylights of transparent
The
Folger
Shakespeare
plastic.
1 ibrars in
Washington, D.(:.
I - I /II lain, 200,000 V01111111`S.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

*. * *

by Al Capp

Lir Abner
OH, NO
501-4,MAIN lN
'iCY NEEDS SOME
BECUZ HE
HAS HE.
GROUNDS FO'A
STOPPED
NEVER
DIVORCE
SUPPORTIN' BEGUN—
`10'?
ke4m-LET'S

HAVE HIS
THEY
AFFECTIONS WAS
BEGUN
SO
TO
COOL
)
C00L3
BEGiN

r
GIT

COULDN'T
NO COOLER!!

Kwajalein. :1,400 miles sou th
west of Hawaii, is the world's
biggest atoll.

South 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-2617
M-9-C

CONTRAIRIW ISE!!
SHE GOT A

MILLSUN
OF

& wouldn't

burn Ow house
do*n.

NOME

NOTICE

GARDEN SUPPLIES
PEAT MOSS
FERTILIZERS INSECTICIDES
TOOLS
SPRAYS
ROCK MULCH
POTTING SOIL FLOWER POTS
TRELLISES
GARDEN HOSE
ABOUT ANYTHING YOU ,NEEDI .

SHIRLEY'S OREENHOUSES
!leas,be carefulin his.

SOO N. 4th Target

MINN
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POR SALO

THE

REAL ESTATE POR SALE

.A Custom Coupe
flop, V-K power
rarer brakes, MI
dnunatk, factory
22175

I.

hags,
$1675.

WAGON
tags, beige. new
$1675
L.

SLER
ritucky tags, yel$1475
l.

'ANIS
ago, bitae, new car
61475
&

CNEVILLE
cky Mgt buckets,
at rod type of
$1475

LA
itop. power steerbrakes, factory
ir track in. Sliver,
I top, automatic,
$1475.
ales.

!, Kentucky tags,
irk blue. __ $1275

iLA
poweran, V.
owner, new car
Kentucky tags,
ory eir. ___ $975

iLA
Ian, power dee✓ breloes, factory
t white, Kentucky
$975

hte, Kentucky tags,
eying, automatic
$875

MOUTH
rcitop, black, V-8,
$775

VILLE MALIBU
citop, black V41, 4dada tags. This
the neigh side.
$675
X Special
toga, white, V-8,
$675

:K Invicts
ray Oar, one owe
kY tags, be, Lacautomatic, power
ower brakes, new
n. High for the
sr the model.
$575
1LA
etItop, Keetucky
on, V-8.
$475
IT
flucky tab, white,
side in. ____ ens
rIAC
e, Y-8, power steerbrakes, automatic,
$275
een.

$275

Jenkihs
(H•rdimer) Nix

TAYLOR
LET, INC.
12th Street
r, Kentucky
I. 753-2617
M-9-C

NOTICE

NW SALO

REAL ESTATE PRE ULM

rr.

14
BOAT, treed mid motor.
Yhone 7524319.
M-8-P
New Listing: 1509 Sycamore, three bedroom brick, central beat and air, two fireplaces.
Three bedroom brick on Dodson. Central heat, built in
range, carpet, poured floors, in kitchen, dining and utility. Fireplace, garage. A neft listing.

MAL INSTATE POlt WW1

Are You Looking For A Location to
Build Your Dream Home?

rRA
top, custom, one
oar trade L.
seats, power winbrown vinyl top.
ay car. Low mile$4475
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If so come by and let us show you the nice lots we have
in Plainview Acres Subdivision, you are sure to find one
that will suit your needs. Our lots are in the city school
district, curb and gutter, blacktop, 4 mile from the new
proposed high school. Terms: No down payment and up
to five years to pay.

HELP WANTED

REAL ESTATE POR SALO

WANTED: man to help halm
bird dogs and run dogs in field
trials. Phone 435-2406, Chrysler
TIC
Bird Dog Kennels.

NEW!

WANTED: night grill cook and
waitress. Apply in person at
TFC
Triengle Inn.

3

REAL 'ETAT§ POI fALB

FR
AL
BEDROOM

HOUSE

Reduced '2500.00

WANTED: a woman to clan
cottages at Motel near Kenleke
Park. References required. Call
674-2288.

TFC

Located In Gateiboro
Call: FRANK RYAN

753 4451

BILL FANDRICI4

7534451

Purdom & Thurman Real Estate

1

WANTED: lady experienced in
Court Square
11.8.c
407 Maple Street
salad preparation, full time and
part time. Good working condiCorn. By or Call
tions, must be neat, efficient
and able to furnish good referMOTKII
FOR RENT
ences. No phone calls, apply
Colonial House Sahorgasbord.
CALENDAR
De* Stine
WM
Southside Shopping Center
-BEDROOM duplex sedi1(-12-C TWO
753-2/31 112 753-1125
TIC amd rano me sow mashie at
ment. Phone 753-7850.
ihm Lodger & Them Mee IN*
WANTED: we want someone to
p1g Mora
753Phone
mow our big yard.
FOUR house trailers, 10' x 55'.
8301 or 753-3683 or 753-5603.
air conditioned. Available June ELECTROLUX SAL S • SNP
ki-9-C 7. Phone 759-6291 or 753-7858. vice, lica 213, Murray. Ky., C
IUBAL MATE POR SALE
IMIRVICIS *mum)
M-14-C E. Sanders. Thom MEM
suma
needs
FAMILY
YOUR
BY OWNER: Three- bedroom SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and
Erestado.
spare
your
vacation-Invest
mer
brick house on Dodeon. Low small appliances repaired and
EspliC
extra
those
TWO ROOM efficiency apartdown payment. transferrable yard tools sharpened. 512 S. time now to earn
N-RC South 12h Street. noes 7111. dollars. Sell Avon in your lo- ment College boys. Available WITTY'S CABINS, near Mee
loan. Phone 753E164.
cality. For 'details call quickly: June 10. Phone 753-2863 after eon's Boat Dock, New Concord,
May-11C
LARGE MODERN ranch dale
Mrs. Janet Kunick 365-8424 af- 500 p. m.
TIC have housekeeping cabins availbrick home on 100' a 200 wood- GENERAL
and ter 7:00 p. m. or write Route 2,
able for your vacation needs.
CLEANING
n, Ky. 42445. (ME TWO-BEDROOM
ed lot in Sherwood Forrest painting, yards, garages, land- Box 136-A, Prim
apart Call Smitty's 436-5572 or RedII-11-C mesit,
Three bedrooms with abundant scaping, windows and basefurnished. Also two-bed- mon Stake Company 733-2417.
closet space and hardwood ments. Phone after 5:00 p.
1114-C
WANTED: someone to care for room apartment unfurnished.
floors. Carpeted living room, 753-0476.
114C
Frcligidaire and stove, carpeted.
quiet
couple
Mee
in
elderly
'operate
and
formal dining room
Methodist
KIRKSEY United
home. Job requires two meal Couples and teachers only. Call Church, darting Saturday, May
family room with fireplace.
753-2898.
M-11-C
house
light
and
preperations
Kitchen has all Milt-ins, dur9, at 12:30 p. m. will present
keeping. Home completely airable Toginol floor and many
"One Church's Witness" ea
automatic
with
dish
conditioned,
THREE-BEDROOM brick house, WNBS. Hear these devotions
cabinets. Foyer, two tile baths,
washer- clothes washer, dryer furnished. 1869 Ryan Avenue.
two car garage, patio, central
114C
each Saturday.
Priand late model appliances.
:all 436-5870 after 5 p. m.
air-conditioning, economical gas
vate room with seperate bath
FAIRBANKS ALASKA, leaving
heat and city water. House
available, if living quarters desoon, need me or two passeng• All Sizes Limestone
shown by appointment. Call 7=leered. Phone 753-3018. 11-11-C
ers to help drive. Coded James
M-164
6678.
• Course and Fine Sand
UNFURNISHED two bedroom R. Hamilton at 753-4516.
•
Gravel
"Pea"
-martment,
air-conditioner,
stove
111REE-BEDROOM. all miscasts,
11-11-NC
• Ag Lime for Gardens
and refrigerator. Call 753-531/
brick math with patis, two
NO
x 435-5791.
• Washed and Graded
PUBLIC HEARING
years old, central air, wall le
Decorative Stone
Notice is hereby given by the
well carpeting, two swimi
Murray Plaoning Commiasion
for Flower Beds
baths, lams living room with
NEW 12' x 56' furnished trail- for the City of Murray, Ken• Rip Rap Stone
dining area. family room. tarp
Roer, air conditioned, contact
tucky, will hold a public hearconvenient kitchen with WIN
bert Wiggins. Call 753-4566.
ing at 7:30 p. rn. on May 19,
In range. *wee, dishwasher sad
M-8-C
1970, at the Murray City Hall
Certified Wayne
disposaL Utility room two est
The purpose of this mediag
garage, situated cm Mealy WE
Certified Kent
is to conduct a public hearing
seeped lot located at Kingwood
lode:
or
businem
RENT
Registered Dare
on applications to rezone cert*Subdivision. For appointeassi
suilding. Choice location for any
ain areas in the City of Murray,
Registered Hood
753-53111
by transferred owner call eve&
type business at South 4th and Kentucky, as follows.
Solo Herbicide
Sycamore. Baxter Bilbrey. Phone
1nP or weekends 711341110.
1. Resolved that the folio*
11-11-16-C
753-5617 or 753-1257.
M4C iagg described area in the City
Inoculation
FRAME HOUSE for sale by FOR NEW construction or all
Pioneer Seed Corn 3369A
of Murray, Kentucky, be rezonowoer. Me N. 7th Street Soon your home remodeling needs,
ed from R-2 Reakienkal District
Yellow Corn
TWO LARGE, beautiful, unfur- to R-3 Residential District
by appointment only. Phone F. H. A. loans available. For
Stull 807 cJI
nished apartments across from
MS-C contractor call 492-8120 after
753-2588.
Beginning at a poet on the
Westview Nursing Home, South southwest corner of the inter5 p. m., free estimates. M-9-C
bath,
bedroom,
Two
Street.
16th
section of South 9th. Street and
ONE new three bedroom brick
utility room, carpeted, air con- Story Avenue, thence west with
veneer on Oot-olina Drive, price WANTED: yards to mow. Have
or, garbage disposal and dish- Story Avenue to a point on the
$15,000.00.
cub tractor and can mow after
ditioned, with skive, refrigerat- west end of Story Avenue: thenONE, two room cottage at Pan- school and on Saturdays. Phone
Concord Road
Old
orama Shores on nice shady lot, 753-3798.
M-14-C
washer. Call 753-4974, M-12-C ce south 179.38 feet to a point;
Phone 753-8220
thence east parallel with Story
$4200.00.
Avenue to a point on South 9th.
A-FRAME at Panorama Shores
Street; thence meth with South
on water front lot, price $9000. MOBILE HOME Central Air
Conditioning. Factory authorizREAL ESTATE pot SALE
MAL IMITATE FOR SALE
9th. street to the paint of be00
ng.
g
NICE water front lot at Pano- ed dealer for Coleman-Internaparts,
sales,
tional-Duo-Therm,
2. Resolved that the followrama Shores, sue 135 ft. frontavailable.
Financing
service.
ing described area in the City
age, price $3500.00.
of Murray, Kentucky, be rezonAT Panorama Shores on a nice Jim's Heating Si Ku-Conditioned from R-3 Residential District
shady lot including a trailer ing. Paris, Teen., 9014424569.
H-1TC
to R-2 Residential District.
with two rooms added on, price
Lots numbers 1233, 1204,
$4500.00.
If you do, we have a nice brick home located near the
1206, 1208, 1210 and the southWE HAVE nice large lots at BEADING, tutoring. Groups or
University on Miller. Two bedrooms and bath up and
eamiecamer .lot on Olive Street
Panorama Shores, price rang- individuals. Experienced reme
and North 13th, Street. All lots
ing from $900.00 to $1500.00, dial reading teacher. Phone 753
two bedrooms with bath down . . of course you also
are located on Olive Street beM-144
no down payment.
get a living room with fireplace, dining area. kitchen
2726..
tween North 12th. Street and
FOR ALL YOUR Red Estate
and utility.
North 13th. Street.
need, call or see FREEMAN
REASONABLE
All interested parties are
JOHNSON, Realtor, Southeide
753-4451 .
CARD OF THANKS
Call: FRANK RYAN
cordially invited to attend this
Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.,
153-4451
to express our deep
wish
We
FANDRICH
BILL
MS-C
eublie. hearing.
Phone 759-2731.
appreciation and thanks for the
Murray Planning
---- 4••-•'"'
symend
KENIANA SHORES: large lots =any aots of kindness
Commisaion
follow(80' x 200' and idger) central pathy extended to os
Dr. Themes B Ilogancamp
water. Two lake access areas ing the death of our father,
Commission Chairman. ••
for lot owners. A new section M. C. Kennedy.
Square
Court407 Maple Street
ETC
Eapecially do we wish to
for mobile homes. For full inM-8-C
BUT
TO
WANTOD
and
flowers
of
donors
the
thank
formation and directions phone
M-9-C food, the singers, the ministers,
436-5320.
WANTED: 14" Crash Cymbal
Rev. B. It Winchester and Rev.
16" or both. Call 753-3792
or
SALE
AUCTION
of
staff
the
Heyward Roberts,
Bringing home the bacon
3 p. m., 611 Broad Street.
after
the Murray•CaLkway County AUCTION Sale, Thursday and
M14-NC
(I
LIND/EN,
England
Hospital, Dr. J. R. Ammons, and Friday nights at Erna Gift Strop_...Four fiac( (.en,
emphe/.1.i
any
in
WANTED: Hay in large or email
the Blalock-Coleman Funera and Sporting Goods. Antiques,
WANTED TO RENT
were fined for taking food lienir• amounts. Will contract in Redd
Home.
store futures, old
furniture,
old
WANT to rent three bedroom
Mn. Inez Sc.orhorough piano, dinnerware and many from the plant. But the i1-0 on stub or bail. Contact Lynn
got a pay raise from their
house, inside city. Phone 753Robinson, Kirksey, phone 41111end family
other items. Across from MeM4C
114C
A magistrate'svourt hi -d 21101.
8485.
Nutt's Body Shop on New Con- pany.
comparo
the
but
men
the
753-5281.
Phone
cord Road.
WANTED:'Farman Cub and
M-84 cided to raise their low wages. mower or other small tractor.
NOLP %WANTED
HELP WANTED
M4C
Phone 753-7664.
AUCTION, Saturday, May 9th
at 1:00 p. m., at the late CharNOTICE
lie Henry place located two
mild southeast of Cherry Comer Baptist Church on Casten
Ridge Road. 2-bedroom frame
house with hardwood floors,
electric hoot, about 12,7ears old
with 77 acres land and a tobacco and corn base. Farm will
be auctioned at 2:00 p. a.
21 TO 30 YEARS OF AGE PREFERRED
Household and personal contents consisting of living room
suit, 2-bedroom suits, one has
a iron lied, quilt box, tables,
lamps, cbairs, dinette suit refrigerator, stove, cooking ware,
and many other items to numerous to mention. Auctioneer,
Wayne B. Wilson, Wilson Ins.,
at
Real Estate and Auction Co.
Call 753-3253 for further information.

Freeman Johnson, Realtor

STONE & SAND
SUPPLY

SOYBEAN SEED

Gardner Material
Supply

FOR

Murray
Warehousing
Corp.

NEED FOUR BEDROOMS?

Purdom & Thurman Real Estate

WANTED
MANAGER TRAINEE

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
804 NORTH 20TH

w' Good Starting Salary
Insurance Benefits
Advancement
Contact: Mike Charlton

38M

Shown By Appointment

BURGER CHEF

mtic

•

Three bedroom brick, two ceramic tile baths, carport
and outside storage. 8% miles from Murray on blacktop.
Also a new listing.
Newly listed: Three bedroom brick on Farmer near University. Den, dining room, utility, fire place. Priced
right.
At $00 N. 111th Street. A nice two bedroom brick at a
modest price.
Real buy in a two bedroom at Hazel. Brick veneer. Ask
about this place. $11,500.00.
On Highway 04 East, we have a beautiful three bedroom
brick veneer on 1% acre landscaped lot. Large den with
fireplace, central heat and air. Two car heated garage.
Has everything.
Duplex. Three bedrooms on one side, two on other.
Double garage. This is truly a nice place.
Beautiful one year old trelevel about 10 miles from Murray. All carpet, builtins, double garage. Large lot with
nice trees.
Two bedroom frame on two sere lot. Nice small home.
$9,000.00.
We have the John Parker home at corner of 10th and
Payne. Has central heat and air, beautifully decorated.
Also has large family room with fire place.
We now have sons* good income property one block from
University. Consists of house and garage apartment in
back. Nice wooded lot.
One of the prettiest duplexes in twon. Two bedrooms on
each side. Central heat and air and all furniture g-es
with the house.
Three acres of commercial property. On 2nd Street. Good
buy for someone.
Near Robertson School. Three bedroom brick, den, living room, central heat and air.
Drastically reduced, 503 North 7th. A three bedroom
brick veneer, family room, two baths electric heat,
range, refrigerator freezer, air conditioner included.
Large living room with fire place. Also dining room.
45 acre cattle farm about 4 miles southwest of Lynn
Grove. Sown down.
New Listing; 401 North 10th Street Three bedroom
brick, central heat and air and family room.

AUCTION; Saturday night, 7
p. as. at the Dungeon (formerly
Superior Laundry and Cleaners). Be sure to get your items
in in time for the auction. For
information call 753-3263 or 753
9990.
1I-9-C

753-8706L.
762-6289

CARD PARTY coming up? Rug
look terrible? Blue Lustre will
mein them eporkie eosin. Rant
a shampooer Sir only $1.00 at
M-9-C
Itig
SEVEN year old grey pleasure
horse. Gentle. Phone 762-2551
Aber 4:00 p. m.
LAD= SPRING and summer
clothes, gime 7 to 12. Excellent
condition. Akio have shoes in
sizes 6 and 6%. Stereo double
track tape recorder, like new
Mahogany gun rack. Can be
seen at NG South Mb Street,
or call 753-6392.
II-8-C

ONE LOT on lakeway Shores.
Rabbits, all sizes. If interested
phone Benton 527-7858. M-12-C
PIANOS and Organs, Baldwin.
Rent or buy. Used. DOW Pianos.
Across from Pod Office, Load& Piano Co, Paris, Tenn.
M-8-C
101-WINCHMTER 20 gauge
over and under, full choke, re
loading tools. Masterwork tape
recorder, AM-FM radio. Phone
753-4017,
11-GC
HOUSE TRAILER, 12' vrick, by
50' long. Excellent condition.
Priced reasonebie. Phone 75311-11.P
3269 after 5:00 p. m.
TRAILER, fr a 35', one bedroom. Perfect for lake or couple in school., Excellent condiM-8-C
tion. Phone 753-4091.
FARFISA ORGAN, compact,
electric w/vox amplifier and
Leslie tone cabinet. Best offer.
Phone 7624584.

Nice two bedroom frame heels on five acres, 1% mile
from Murray. Electric heat ,and air conditioner.

1966
YAMAHA
Phone 753-2388.

Leek at this three bedroom on West Dogwood Drive.
This nearly new three bedroom brick on Wiswell Road
has been reduced to $18,800.00. Here is a real good buy.

ONE RCM-TILLER, 4 H.
like new. One 22" Davis mower.
One Lancaster chain sew. Used
very little. Cheap.
pick-up, 8-cylinder,
low mileage.
tan throughout. Bilbrsers 7535617.
114C

We have two new duplexes, two bedrooms each, carpet,
central beat and air, large lots and large transferable
loan.
Four bedroom brick veneer. Central heat and air, one
year old. Priced at only $25,500.00.
Apartment building at 1311 Main Street. $600.00 per
month income.
Year around brick at Panorama Shores. Three bedrooms.
Waterfront lot.
Kirkwood Drive, 1515. Lovely three bedroom with two
baths. Central heat and air.
Thirty five acre hog farm. Five miles from town. All
modern equipment. This farm can be bought two or
three different ways.
24 acres near Elm Grove Church. Has good building site
with well. Here is a real bargain for someone.
SO acre farm with real nice frame house near New Concord. House has two baths. Here is a real good buy. Carpet, built-ins.
Two story lake front cottage. Beautiful view and on large
wooded lot.
Thirty five ocres adjoining TVA Contour.
Two low priced cottages at Kentucky Lake Development Both are new and will make good weekend or va-*
saltages.
Three waterfront lots at Pine Bluff Shores.
Twenty two acres wooded lend adjoining Chandler Park.
Good water view.
Another waterfront let in Lakewey Shores.
Beautiful stone home on two acre weeded let. Has two
fireplaces, full basement, central heat and air.
Near Murray State University, 1702 Miller. Nies 2 bedroom with formal dining room, air conditioner, garbage
disposal, newly decorated and priced right.

WE NEED NEW LISTINGS . . PEOPLE ARE
BUYING HOUSES!
If you want to sell. now is a good time. Call
us for a free appraisal
For more information on any of the above fisting,
CALL

sinks

HELP WANTED -

Apply In Person Only
Between the Hours of
2:00 and 5:00

Another new listing: Two bedroom house in Lynn Grove
on wooded lot. Attached garage, $8500.00.

1062 FORD tractor, 801 series.
4 diesel with plows, disc, add
velum planters, bush bog rubber tined wegon. Tractor and
equipment in perfect condition.
-Phone for appointment in Kirk114C
/my area, 410-3741.

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency
At 518 West Main National Hotel Building
Business Phone 753-7724 - Horne Phone: Guy Spann 75325117; Louise Baker 753-2405; Onyx Ray 753-119111;
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
'to

motorcycle.
MS-C

FEEDER PIG& Phone 753-7965.
TFC
HONDA 90, white, very good
condition call days 733-1414 or
753-3519.
11-84
CHROME dinette table, six
chairs. Excellent condition. Call
or 4:30 p. m. II-9-C
753-7802
EXCELLENT, efficient, economical, Blue Lustre comet cleaner. Rent electric shampooer $1.
Western Auto, Home of "The
Wishing Well".
114-C
WIG DRESSER, mantle kitchen,
clocks, spinning wheel. Also
other merchandise. See at Hubert Coles Antique Shop, 4
miles south of Murray on US
641.
214-C
STOCK TRAILER, metal top.
Also portable welder.' See at
Hwy. 121 at Stella.
M-13-C

SIAMESE kittens. Phone 7537664.
114-C
BOYS 5-speed Schwirsi tricycle
Good condition. Phone 753-6067.
M-11-C
BOOKS: old books, unusual
books, all kinds of books. ThousSAS of books. Also old magazines for decoupage. Special
sale now, every item in our
store Come and get a harped/1.
The Pioneer House, Highway
79 South, Paris, Tennessee.
14-11-C
AIR - CONDMONER, 14,00(
BTU. like new. $150.00. Phone
M-11-C
53-6455.

saRvices

OFFERED

HAULING
avel, Sand and Limestone
Hauling. Driveways built.

WANT ADS-

seethes, Dozer and Grader
IlVerit.

Phone 753-7381

GET ACTION

Or 753-5108
TFC

r•

.4;71
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Persons Are Find Ii Colony Coolly Cost
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SEEN & HEARD . .. University

...

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
FIRETTS BAKE SALE

Quotes From The News

Murray
Professors
Testify

By UNITED MISS ENTIRNATIONAL
A bake sale will be held in
side
west
the
on
Balk's
of
front
assessing
(Continued From Pape 1)
Several cases have been dis- suspended on condition he not (Continued From Page 1)
WASHINGTON — Vice President Spiro T. Agnew,
of the court square on SaturUniversity students by the
posed of in the Calloway County r.ppear back in court for sir
State
Kent
four
of
eni
years
have
8:30
deaths
arrests
at
Twenty-eight
the shooting
one hundred and forty
day. May 9, starting
Court of Judge Robert 0. Mil- months.
Ohio National Guard
Kenneth Duncan, 904 South old and is deserving of kinder seen made in the two days the
-reaction
ler. Records revealed the fol— Dr. "There was no premeditation but apparently an over
WASHINGTON
curfew was in enforce. Those
18th Street, Murray, speeding, treatment.
lowing:
was
fruitless
Objection
you
disprowith
if
a
it
charged
Shrewsbury,
anger."
were
appreciate
of
arrested
James
heat
would
Dr.
in
the
"I
State
$18.50;
K. K. Bailey, Paris, Tenn., fined $10.00 costs
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Dennis Tdeobrodt Funeral Is Today For

ALMANAC

Hospital Report

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Letter To Editor

**************************
- NOTICE -

SAUCY PIG BAR-B-0
Saturday and Sunday Special
SMALL BAR-B-Q PLATE

MURRAY FLYING SERVICE

9

is now offering
PRIVATE PILOT GROUND SCHOOL tr
Sat. May 10th & Sun. May 11th
'from 8:30 til 5:30

We Have Bar-B-Q Ribs & Chicken

I

And Again theFollowing Weekend
May 16 & 17 - 8:30 til 5:30

AT
MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY AIRPORT
Tuition $35.00 per person
FFA Approved Ground Instructor
,Private Pilot Course. Films
Course Includes:

• Preflight Facts
• Meteorology
• Flight r•-•,..,rnputor

H &H CYCLE
SALES
Phcne, 153-8078 •

?-i

Sanders - Purdom

• Navigation
• F.A.R.S.
• Etc

• Enrollment Will Be By Appointment Only
CALL 489-2855
COL. GUY or BILLY ALLEN
t**************************
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level field free of obal
and ideal for a landing.
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approach to the tiny :
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try again. The third tim
land or bust. Their
scraped the trees and
down — there was a a
brakes and the aircraft
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wreckage as the pupil
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you ever pick this for a
field Instead of the big c
there?" stormed one.
mind that," snapped tb
pilot. "Just tell us h
landed in here. It does!
possible."
The pupil lowered h
"I did land in the big
he said, "but I bounc4k
Dan
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—Ralresa

The demonstrators at ai
pollution" rally in Net
left 18.2 tons of trash, lit
garbage in their wake.
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racks.
"It's four-thirty!" b
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"Four-thirty!" gaspec
rookie. "Man,you'd bets
bed. we got a big day
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... Guy Mannering by
ter Scott.
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